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Abstract 
There have been many stories written about First Nations from British Columbia and 
their relationship with salmon. Stellakoh talook means salmon from the Stellakoh River in 
the Stellat' en language and this research takes a closer look at the past, present and future of 
Stellat'en (people from Stellaquo) and talook (salmon). I am from the community of 
Stellaquo where my grandmother instilled a secure knowledge in me that talook are to be 
respected. Being exposed to other cultures, I understood that many people were not raised 
with the same respect for talook as I was. In the past, I never really had the words to explain 
it, but I longed for the words to explain the importance of talook. In this thesis, stories from 
people knowledgeable about Stellat' en and talook are brought together to create a story about 
Stellakoh Talook: The Importance of Salmon to Stellat'en. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
I am a band member of the Stellat'en First Nation and a clan leader of the Luk sil yoo 
or Caribou clan in the Stellat'en bahlats (potlatch) system. My traditional clan name is Dzih 
Bhen. In the Stellat'en language the name for salmon is ta/oak and in this research I will be 
using the name ta/oak when referring to salmon wherever possible. The name of the river 
where the ta/oak spawn is Stellakoh. Ta/oak are very important to First Nations people from 
Central British Columbia. Looking closer into the relationship between one nation, Stellat' en 
First Nation and salmon, gives a better understanding of why salmon are so important to 
most First Nations people in British Columbia. Within this research, interviews were 
conducted with people who know about the relationship between Stellat' en and ta/oak. This 
research considers the past, the present and the future of Stellat' en and Stellakoh ta/oak. 
Over the years the name of our community has changed. Early explorers such as 
Simon Fraser write about a place called Stella as early as 1807 (Stellaten First Nation, n.d., 
"Timeline," para. 1). In 1892 Stellat'en and the neighboring community ofNadleh Whut'en 
were recognized as the Fraser Lake Indian Band. Stellat' en began the separation process 
from the Fraser Lake Indian Band in 1958 because they were always different communities. 
The Stellat'en First Nation were officially recognized as the Stellaquo1 Indian Reserve in 
1989 (Stellaten First Nation, n.d., "Timeline," para. 12). I have learned to call the place 
where we live Stellaquo, because that is the name of our reserve. The name of our band 
office now is the Stellat'en First Nation. Stellat'en means people from Stellaquo. The river 
that flows between Fraser Lake and Francois Lake, and where the ta/oak spawn is officially 
named the Stellakoh River. Stella refers to the area around the river and koh means river in 
1 1 Stellaquo is the name of the 'place' and the spelling given for the reserve land, Stellat'en means people from 
Stellaquo, and Stellakoh is the name of the river, another spelling of Stellaquo. 
the Stellat'en language. So Stellat'en means the people from Stellaquo, Stellaquo refers to 
the reserve area, and Stellakoh means the river where the talook spawn. 
Traditional stories and cultural practices that took place before the arrival of 
European settlers in Canada shed light on what happened in the past. From what I know the 
Stellat'en do not have formal names for their stories, but the Stellat'en do have oral history. 
Stories about characters from the past and stories about Stellat'en traditional values and 
beliefs are Stellat' en oral histories. Some oral histories are stories that people have been told 
by their elders about the past. For this research the stories told in the interviews about times 
before the arrival of European settlers in the area will be considered oral history. 
Language is another way to understand Stellakoh talook and the Stellat'en First 
Nation. In her chapter found in Research as Resistance, Susan Strega notes that: "language 
constructs and constitutes 'reality' insofar as we can apprehend, understand, and describe 
events and experiences only through the words, languages and discourses that are available to 
us" (2005, p. 217). From the interviews, I know that some of the interviewees expressed that 
their language is very important because language is part of their knowledge. I understand 
that the Stellat'en language needs a significant amount of explanation, but I know that it is 
important to the interviewees to show their knowledge of language that gives strength to the 
Stellat' en knowledge of talook. The Stellat' en language can be very complex. It is part of 
the larger Dakelh/Carrier Dene language of Central British Columbia and there are small 
differences in dialect from community to community and according to ancestry. When 
looking at language we must respect our differences and embrace our similarities. 
The names of the Stellat'en First Nation are equally important to examine. The 
Stellakoh River serves as a yearly spawning ground and habitat to talook in the community of 
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Stellaquo. Another river stems from the Stellaquo Reserve, the Endako River which also 
experiences the talook run to some extent. The name of our Band is the Stellat'en First 
Nation, and the logo for our band is a talook as shown on the Stellat'en First Nation 
letterhead (see Appendix D). Having talook as a logo does show how important talook are to 
the Stellat'en First Nation. The talook are and have always been a large part of the Stellat'en 
culture. I remember as a child that the Stellat'en First Nation (at that time it was called the 
Stellaquo Band) was having a logo contest. My uncle, James Patrick, was a practicing artist 
and he asked my grandmother, Angeline Patrick, "What represents all Stellat'en?" While 
they were discussing it he said, "I know we have the clans (which are written in our 
community hall as: Luk sil yoo or Caribou Clan, Tsa yoo or Beaver Clan, Lhtsumus yoo or 
Grouse Clan who sit with the Beaver Clan, Duntem yoo or Bear Clan, and Lhtseh yoo or Frog 
Clan) but what represents all Stellat'en?" That was the question. After a bit of thought my 
grandmother told him, "taloolc'. Uncle James made a design of a talook, won the logo 
contest, and since then the talook has been the logo for the Stellat'en First Nation. 
My grandmother, Angeline Patrick, told me stories and would always refer to people 
according to the Mountain, Lake or River "where they lived" and then after pointing out the 
environmental relationship she would say "Whut'en" or "t'en" which essentially means 
people from that area, hence the name Stellat'en or Nadleh Whut'en, which is our 
neighboring community. I understood from my grandmother that the area where you live has 
a lot to do with who you are. In many ways the Stellat' en and the talook share a 
home/habitat that creates a complex interdependence in matters of survival, and as such, 
talook have been a keystone species to the Stellat' en since time immemorial. 
"Keystoneness" refers to the complex and reciprocal relationship between two species 
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through location, dependence and connections (Patrick, 2004, p. 45). The Stellat'en and 
ta/oak both depend on a local healthy watershed which flows through the main areas of 
Frarn;;ois Lake, the Stellakoh River, Endako River, Fraser Lake and the Nadleh River areas 
(Stellat'en First Nation, n.d., Location and Maps, map. 2). Stellat'en have always depended 
on ta/oak as a main source of food pertaining to their livelihood until recent years. This 
research supports further understanding of the interrelationship between ta/oak and 
S tellat' en. 
The first step in defining the relationship between Stellat' en and ta/oak, is looking at 
the worldview of Stellakoh ta/oak, and learning about the past through oral histories which 
are the traditional ways of the Stellat'en culture. Chief Stan Boyd of the Nazko First Nation 
explains that, "To better understand a person of Native ancestry you would have to look 
beyond the surface features of a people and look at their culture, language and history" 
(Furniss, 1993, p. v). As a keystone species, the ta/oak certainly have great significance in 
the Stellat' en culture. Thus research into the relationship between Stellat' en and ta/oak gives 
strong examples of a healthy co-existence between humans and nature. The relationship with 
ta/oak developed as a result of strong cultural beliefs. "At the core of this belief system is the 
concept ofrespect for land and all life-forms upon it" (Patrick, 2004, p. 49). Most First 
Nations people choose to traditionally fish and prepare ta/oak rather than buy it from the 
store. Ta/oak is much more than only a dietary need. To better understand the position 
ta/oak occupies in my community, and in the lives of the participants in this research and my 
life as a researcher, we consider the traditional values and beliefs Stellat'en have in regards to 
ta/oak. The stories of Stellat'en First Nation experience also gives insight into the current 
relationship between Stellat' en and ta/oak. 
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Douglas C. Harris has a good example of First Nations stories that help us better 
understand the situations concerning talook. In his book, Fish, Law and Colonialism: The 
Legal Capture of Salmon in British Columbia (2001), Harris explains the story about the 
Lake Babine Nation and the Barricade Treaty. By the start of the 201h century, the 
commercial fisheries had grown large and fast on the North Coast of British Columbia where 
there were "more than 700 fish boats and 2500 workers" (p. 92). Government officials 
learned that fish canneries made significant amounts of money (p. 95) and therefore 
attempted to order the Lake Babine Nation to give up their traditional ways of fishing with 
weirs on the Babine River. The highest leader of the Lake Babine Nation, Dewisimdzik, of 
the Likhtsemisyu (Beaver clan), had authority over three of the four weirs in the river (p. 83). 
He played a great role in dealing with the government officials concerning their wish to have 
the fishing barricades (weirs) removed (p. 84). When the government officials arrived to 
insist that the weirs be removed, Hazelcho, the wife of Dewisimdzik, led a resistance against 
a government official named Wells. That was the battle won by a strong woman named 
Hazelcho; as it is explained, she over powered Wells then he fell in the river and she 
triumphantly sat on him (p. 107). The barricades were not given up without a good fight! 
This story is a good example of how experiences from First Nations can be very different 
from that of the oppressors. The altercation happened in Lake Babine traditional territory 
before authorities moved towards Fraser Lake. Eventually through several bureaucratic and 
legal systems, many people lost their traditional ways of fishing. The Stellat' en traditional 
territory was less of a threat to canneries so "The Stuart Lake and Fraser Lake weirs would 
not become the focus of government attention until 1911" (Harris, 2001 , p. 105). 
Traditionally Stellat' en and other Carrier/Dakelh nations used barricades, fish weirs 
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and traps, to fish talook and to give up control over their fishery they were made promises. 
During negotiations First Nations were promised benefits such as; 
"In exchange for removing their weirs from the Babine River, a tributary of the 
Skeena, the treaty gave the people certain promises that are quite extensive, ranging 
from fishing nets, education to farm implements, additional reserve land and what 
they could do with the fish that were caught" (Kennedy, 2005, p. 1) 
But with this treaty, the people were no longer allowed to fish traditionally. So after the 
Barricade Treaty the Stellat' en had to completely change their ways of fishing. Oppressive 
measures like the Barricade Treaty had extreme negative impacts on the Stellat'en and 
talook. Being forced to change their traditional ways of fishing negatively impacted the 
people because they had to master a whole new way of fishing as opposed to traditional ways 
of fishing. The principal impacts due to colonization will be brought to light for the reader to 
better understand how the relationship between Stellat' en and talook has changed over the 
years and yet in other ways has stayed consistent since time immemorial. 
There are so many different names people have made for First Nations people over 
the years but they all mean the same thing. As a First Nation, Aboriginal, Indigenous, Indian, 
Native, Carrier, Dakelh, Stellat'en woman I want to see the Stellat'en able to fish talook in 
the future and I believe that, "What is distinctly Aboriginal is the way in which past, present 
and future are understood to be inextricably connected" as Anderson (2000, p. 15) notes . 
Talook have a very important role in my family. More often than not we depended on talook 
for survival. My grandmother set a net for talook every year as long as she was able, which 
meant that people around her had to be involved. The season of fishing for talook brought 
happiness and bounty into our lives. At a very early age I remember waking up with my 
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grandmother at the break of dawn. She always prayed before we went out and I would ask 
her, "What are you praying for?" And she would say, "Talook!" I didn't understand at the 
time but I loved walking through the thick fog to our boat, rowing down the river quietly and 
watching little animals playing on the riverbanks. 
One relationship that has continued over the years is the relationship between Stellat' en 
and Stellakoh talook. For the past four years I have been actively fishing with my family and 
friends to re-kindle my own understanding as to the importance of talook. Even today when 
my uncle, my mother, my brother, my sister and I harvest talook, it lifts our spirits to have 
talook and to be traditionally preparing it. We share our prepared talook with other people 
and they love it. The experience of fishing talook and traditionally preparing talook has been 
one of the most important and meaningful activities that I have had the privilege to 
experience. Research by Absolon and Willett (2005) explains that, "Holistically, our 
memories are activated when we locate, and through location we re-member, reconnect, and 
recover our very identity" (p. 117). These types of experiences need to be considered so that 
people will understand the importance of talook in the lives of Stellat' en, both as food and as 
shared community experiences. 
Dakelh people express their ability to manage talook. Yet it is the Department of 
Fisheries and Oceans or DFO who manage talook in central BC. The Carrier Sekani Tribal 
Council are the Tribal Council for a group of Dakelh First Nations in Central British 
Columbia, including the Stellat'en First Nation. At a UNBC gathering while celebrating the 
1997 Delgamuukw Decision, Mavis Erickson, Chief of the Carrier Sekani Tribal Council at 
the time, expressed her concern for the talook explaining: 
All you have to do is look out into the world to see that the salmon are being managed 
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into extinction. People think that when they came to this country, that the talook were 
here by mistake, that there was an abundance because nobody fished them. Well we 
fished talook for centuries and we made sure the talook were plentiful (McDonald, 
1998, p. 134). 
Chief Erickson expressed that we have to realize that Dakelh people have the ability to 
manage talook. First Nations managed talook in the past and need to manage talook still, 
because when First Nations manage talook, the talook are plentiful. The Delgamuukw 
decision offered hope for the relationship between the Stellat' en and talook. The decision to 
grant First Nations people the right to govern their own territory allowed for the recognition 
of Hereditary Chiefs and traditional ways of self-governance. For the purpose of this 
research we need to understand why the talook were so plentiful when First Nations had the 
authority to manage talook. 
The future relationship between talook and Stellat'en First Nation is understood by 
researching the past through oral history as well as an examination of the present research 
available. The Stellat'en people interviewed shared their knowledge openly and spoke about 
their experiences enthusiastically, which confirmed my initial intuition that other Stellat'en 
members feel the same as I do about talook. Oral history and past experiences are used to 
decide what Stellat'en want for Stellakoh talook in the future. Through this process I learned 
some new traditional knowledge and have a greater affection for Stellat'en and talook. This 
research explains in great detail why talook are important to Stellat'en and should be 
important to all people living in the Stellat'en traditional territory. 
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Chapter Two: Methodology 
For the purpose of this research the information collected is in the form of stories 
collected from research participants as well as my own story. Subjectivity has to be 
respected rather than denied. Essentially everyone has some input in their own work which 
is a subjective process. This thesis includes my own personal story as a Stellat'en First 
Nation person because, "A subjective work is one in which the author incorporates personal 
experiences, or projects into the narrative his or her disposition, judgments, values, and 
feelings" (Abrams, 2005, p. 204). Maintaining a respectful relationship with all participants 
was fundamental as, "the interpretation and analysis of personal narrative sources are always 
shaped by the intersubjective relationship between narrator and analyst" (Maynes, Peirce, & 
Laslett., 2008, p. 124). I believe that as many stories as possible need to be considered and 
brought together to better understand the entire story about the importance of talook to the 
Stellat'en First Nation. The information was brought together to best represent the 
relationship, knowing that the entire story cannot be recovered, but that by attaining stories of 
Stellat' en knowledge and experiences about talook, a very significant story has been 
recorded. 
In her chapter in the book, Research as Resistance, Robina Anne Thomas explains 
how important her grandmother's teachings are to her and states that her grandmother was "a 
mentor and a teacher" (2005, p. 237). She explains how important it is for First Nations to 
have their stories heard, "while at the same time trying to maintain their stories" (p. 242) 
because "Our history often includes a counter-history such as the impact that legislation like 
the Indian Act has and continues to have on our communities" (p. 243). Therefore, the 
people who share their stories must have separate sections that tell their stories of the past, 
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present and future to organize these experiences in order to try and make sure that the oral 
history has some preservation from the oppressive forces of colonial interference. 
I believed the knowledge about talook and Stellat'en First Nation was available and 
could be brought together as an ante narrative because the ante narrative allows for flexibility 
in the research process. The ante narrative methodology supports the concept that a "set of 
beliefs that make up research paradigms are interrelated concepts of ontology, epistemology, 
methodology and axiology" (Wilson, 2008, p. 33). The ante narrative methodology allows 
the researcher to take all the information found and bring it together to make a story. The 
Stellat'en have a worldview to respect talook through their own knowledge that is brought 
together by stories about traditional values and beliefs. 
I compiled a list which included people who know about talook and the Stellat'en 
First Nation, Stellat'en elders who know about the traditional beliefs of the Stellat'en First 
Nation, have fished for talook regularly, and Stellat' en band members who have worked for 
the Stellat'en First Nation fisheries program over the years and who have knowledge about 
Stellakoh talook. I then approached the interview participants chosen to represent a wide 
body of knowledge. I thoroughly explained my research to them and provided each one with 
written information about the project as well as a consent form (see Appendix C). The 
people I was able to contact and who were willing to share their stories and participate in my 
thesis are: 
1. Robert Luggi, Beaver clan (Tsa yoo) Stellat'en elder, traditional leader and fisherman 
2. Rita Luggi, Bear clan (Dunt em yoo) Stellat'en elder, fisherwoman who also worked for 
Stellat' en fisheries 
3. Margaret Nooski, Bear clan (Dunt em yoo) fisherwoman who grew up in Stellaquo and 
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later moved to Nadleh 
4. Mary Nooski, Bear clan (Dunt em yoo) Stellat'en elder and fisherwoman 
5. Archie Patrick, Caribou clan (Luk sil yoo) Stellat' en elder and elected leader 
6. Emma Baker, Caribou clan (Luk sil yoo) Stellat'en elder who has contributed to Kidsfish 
BC and Stellat' en fisheries management 
7. George George Sr., Frog Clan (Lhtesh yoo) elder, elected and traditional leader from 
Nadleh who lives in Lejac, and has Stellat'en ancestry 
8. Josephine Carter, Caribou clan (Luk sil yoo) Stellat'en elder and fisherwoman 
9. Mary Casimel, Frog clan (Lhtseh yoo) Stellat'en elder and fisherwoman 
10. Gary Michell, Frog clan (Lhtseh yoo) Stellat'en elder who worked for Stellat'en fisheries 
11. Virginia Reynolds, Caribou clan (Luk sil yoo) Stellat'en elder and fisherwoman who has 
worked for Stellat' en fisheries and on Stellat' en fisheries management 
12. Theresa Luggi, Frog clan (Lhtseh yoo) Stellat'en elder, fisherwoman and traditional 
leader 
13. Neil Heron, Caribou clan (Luk sil yoo) worker for Stellat'en Fisheries 
The actual selection of individual participants was completed without bias because the 
interviews were based on a first come, first served basis. I did not personally select 
individuals, I allowed the individuals to select themselves within the time factor. I knew all 
possible candidates personally and recognized they all knew a great deal about talook and 
Stellat'en First Nation. Originally twenty people were asked to be interviewed, but for 
several different reasons not everyone was able to participate. 
When people share their stories they are sharing very personal and important 
information. Robina Anne Thomas states that her grandmother's stories are the essential 
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core of her being (2005, p. 240). I know that people being interviewed are sensitive about 
what they are sharing. I have tried to be respectful because, "The worldview of the 
researcher shapes the research project at every level because it shapes a researcher's 
epistemological foundation" (p. 201 ). If any of the interviewees have a different worldview 
than myself, and I found a few small differences, those differences of opinion and/or 
experience were respected. Everyone must have their stories shared respectfully so that we 
can better understand the whole story. 
All the stories interwove and I was respectful by recognizing and acknowledging 
specific entries by each individual. As a researcher I have made an effort to not generalize or 
alter the research. By using the ante narrative method I focused on utilizing this knowledge 
from the social research by not specifically determining what information I would find. I 
tried to use open questions (see Appendix B) that would allow the interview participant space 
to tell me their story so that I would not miss information by only asking for certain 
information. 
"Stories are not static; stories web, assemble, disassemble, and otherwise deconstruct 
one another in self-organizing systems that while being constrained by so-called 
'grand' and 'official ' narratives are also controlled from the field" (Boje, 2001, p. 64). 
The most important information required for this research comes from a group of consenting 
interview participants (see Consent Sheet in Appendix C). To give everyone respect, as the 
analyst, I acknowledge that all the research participants' individual distinctions had to be 
recognized. Different views were honoured and articulated as needed. All participants were 
thanked appropriately for their contribution. 
The ante narrative is a process that takes all the research and brings the research 
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together to create a grand narrative that involves deep relationships in stories (Cross, 2010, p. 
176). The individual stories in my research were not refined narratives with well thought out 
themes or plots because, "Story is never alone; it lives and breathes its meaning in a web of 
other stories" (Boje, 2001, p. 18). The diverse experience of Stellat' en people with regards to 
talook means the different people interviewed have their own perspective that cannot be 
expressed by any other person but themselves. Of course the relationship between the 
Stellat' en and talook does have connections with outside information as well. I use the 
outside information to support and validate the importance talook have to Stellat' en. The 
relationship between talook and the other First Nations people of British Columbia support 
the relationship between talook and the Stellat'en First Nation. Other First Nations do have 
different experiences than the people interviewed for this research. Delineating the 
experiences of other First Nations people supports the fact that the story of Stellakoh Talook: 
The Importance of Salmon to Stellat 'en, gives meaning to other stories. This wider research 
provides a perspective to the views and goals for the future of talook and the Stellat'en First 
Nation. 
The ante narrative was a bit of a gamble because, "Ante narrative is the fragmented, 
non-linear, incoherent, collective, unplotted and pre-narrative speculation; a bet" (Boje, 2001, 
p. 1). Although such methodology can be seen as a gamble, I am confident that my research, 
taken from the people themselves, myself included, will not be the actual story but rather a 
good story from reliable sources who offered insight into the importance of talook to the 
Stellat'en First Nation. By using the ante narrative methodology I took all the stories and 
information about talook and Stellat'en and connected everything to form one larger story. 
The bet was in making the connections. Once the connection was made between the people 
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interviewed and talook, everything fit together. People don't always have the same stories or 
the same knowledge, but all information has significance and fits into the story somewhere. 
For the most part the stories people told are very similar and everyone expressed the 
importance they place on talook. 
The people of Stellaquo were interviewed for this thesis because, "alternative 
epistemologies have emerged that focus on the production of 'situated knowledges' --- that 
is, understandings of the world that recognize that knowledge is always produced from a 
specific social location and always aimed toward a specific audience or audiences" (Maynes 
et al., 2008, p. 98). My research comes from Stellat'en and the information is about the 
importance of talook. The audience I want my research to reach are the people who do not 
understand the importance of talook to Stellat'en. I know that this research will greatly 
benefit the Stellat'en First Nation as a whole because the interviews were all done with 
people close to the community of Stellaquo. The knowledge of the Stellat'en will help 
people better understand the importance of talook to them in the hope to create better 
understandings for future generations. 
Introducing the importance of relationships for First Nations people in her book, All 
Our Relations, Winona LaDuke states that, "In the Northwest, virtually every river is home 
to a people, each distinct as a species of salmon" (1999, p. 1 ). This comparison gives an 
excellent example of the importance of respecting similarities as well as distinctions when 
speaking of First Nations people. LaDuke focused the majority of her writing to express how 
Indigenous people strive to protect their environments because, "In indigenous societies, we 
are told that natural law is the highest law, higher than the laws made by nations, states, 
municipalities and the World Bank; that one would do well to live in accordance with natural 
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law, with those of our Mother, and in respect for all our relations" (LaDuke, 2002, p. 211). 
Looking into the past and present relationships between First Nations people and talook 
reveals the dynamics that make up a complex reciprocal relationship which needs to be 
considered when looking at what talook means to Stellat'en. 
As the researcher, I had to sensitively and ethically consider all points of view that I 
had access to and treat each participant fairly. All relevant information shared was 
considered because people deserve to be acknowledged for their different and distinct 
expenences. There is a certain amount of intrusion when looking at peoples' own personal 
expenences. In her book, Healing Wounded Hearts, Fyre Jean Graveline states: "Everyday. 
I learn. I am too Dark. Or too Light. Too Loud. Or too quiet. Too smart. Or too dumb. Too 
'Indian.' or not Indian enough" (2004, p. 79). I didn't allow the relevance of peoples' 
information to be judged in this manner. I know as a First Nations person that treating 
people well, with equality and fairness, is priceless. People should not be discredited for 
their different experiences; rather people should be credited for honesty and resilience. As a 
member of the Stellat'en First Nation who grew up with my family on the Stellaquo reserve, 
I do believe that it was appropriate for me to investigate the relationship between Stellat'en 
and talook. By looking at one nation, Stellat'en, and the importance of one topic, talook, I 
made a fair bet that we would reach a good conclusion, everyone does not agree on 
everything and they do not have to. Some people have different opinions, but everyone 
definitely agreed that talook are important. 
As the researcher, I also did not pre-judge any participants as to the validity of their 
knowledge. Many people who are not educated in the western school system have useful and 
educational knowledge in many forms. I believe in feminism because I come from a single 
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mother who came from a single mother, and both of them gave me strong examples of 
women who made good of all things despite their challenges. I know that my grandmother 
could not read or write, but her knowledge and understanding surpassed that of most people, 
from my own perspective. There are many elders who may not have the highest education 
and/or may not be economically successful, but they are rich in knowledge and 
understanding of ta/oak. My goal was for the research to be as close to the truth as possible. 
I wanted to record the real story so that people can have a better understanding of what the 
interviewees said. 
In my research, I listened closely and learned from the experiences of the Stellat'en 
First Nation. The interview questions (in Appendix B) were offered to people one week 
before my visit, giving them time to think about each question before the interview. The 
information is valuable and the answers needed to be well thought out. I gave each 
participant a chance to fully understand the questions and feel comfortable in answering 
them. I know that my grandmother was interviewed often on the spot and after the interview 
she often would say, "Oh yeah, now I remember that." That process was often frustrating for 
her. Interviews can fall short of achieving their best value due to hastily rushing through the 
interview process, so I ensured each person was comfortable and ready to talk about talook. 
Many First Nations women, such as LaRocque (2007), know that, "Aboriginal values 
and worldviews offer genuine alternatives to our over-industrialized, over-bureaucratized, 
corporate-controlled society" (p. 68). The relationship between the Stellat'en First Nation 
and talook provided an alternative view on the relationship most people have with ta/oak. 
First Nations people often share their knowledge and expertise about practices they have 
perfected over many years, practices and knowledge that their ancestors "painstakingly 
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acquired over thousands of years" (Knudtson & Suzuki, 1992, p. xxxv). When people share 
their time and knowledge it should be valued. The sharing of expertise, knowledge and/or 
information was of significant importance to my research. If I could, I would have paid 
fairly for people's time and effort in helping with the study, but for budgetary reasons, each 
interviewee received a gift valued up to fifty dollars (see Appendix C). 
The relationship between ta/oak and the Stellat'en First Nation has been impacted by 
colonialism. In my research I looked at the impacts of colonization and searched for 
solutions in the spirit of post-colonialism. This was accomplished by giving people a voice 
and freedom of expression. The people aged fifty and over were key research participants 
because they inevitably had more experience and more knowledge about the relationship 
between ta/oak and the Stellat'en First Nation than younger band members. Patricia Tait 
notes that an eider's knowledge is very useful in research because, "It is the knowledge of the 
journey that the people have traveled before, and the paths that were taken to reach their 
destination" (2007, p. 6). I know the people from Stellaquo very well and it was difficult to 
choose only a few people to work with. I selected people recognized in our community as 
experts with regards to ta/oak. These participants had extensive knowledge and experience. 
They were glad to have myself and my research as a new vehicle to share their stories. 
The Consent Form (see Appendix C) was designed with an area for a 
translator/witness signature agreeing to uphold the anonymity and confidentiality of the 
interviewee. The form also acknowledged their awareness of the research and their consent 
to have their knowledge about the relationship between the Stellat'en First Nation and ta/oak 
shared respectfully. Respect was key, because the vision of my research was done in the 
spirit of sharing. All research participants were made fully aware of the fact that the 
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information that they shared would be exposed to the public and the people should only share 
the information they were willing to share with the public because, "Responsibility 
encompasses not only the perpetuation of the knowledge and the stories, but of the oral 
tradition itself and in doing so we are better equipped to protect the sacred knowledge of our 
nations" (Schneider, 2007, p. 43). For each interviewee I held an initial meeting to discuss 
when, where, and how they wished to be interviewed. I also explained my research goals so 
they could contemplate what they wished to share. 
I told participants the plans for research about the relationship of Stellat' en and talook 
in 2011 and talked with the Stellat'en First Nation Chief, Reginald Louis and Councillors 
Violet Kennedy and Robert Michell on various occasions because, "researching Aboriginal 
knowledge and Aboriginal peoples without the consent of the Aboriginal community is 
unethical" (Absolon & Willett, 2005, p. 106). The Chief signed a letter agreeing to my 
proposed research after going over my draft research proposal with the band manager (see 
Appendix D). I have great respect for the intellectual property oflndigenous people and 
believe that sharing their information will contribute significantly to all people. I also believe 
that my efforts and the time spent doing this research is well worth it considering that I could 
share this knowledge with my community and the academic world. 
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Chapter Three: Indigenous Feminism and Post-Colonial Theory 
In her book, The Fourth World: An Indigenous Perspective on Feminism and 
Aboriginal Women 's Activism, Grace J.M. W. Ouellette has a good description oflndigenous 
feminism. Ouellette explains that feminists are discontent with the traditional roles of 
women such as being a mother, which is different from Aboriginal women who embrace 
their natural roles as "child bearers, nurturers, and caregivers" (2002, p. 89). Ouellette 
discusses the Circle of Life philosophy throughout her book as something Aboriginal women 
follow because, "Motherhood is an important concept in Aboriginal thought and is inherent 
in the Circle of Life philosophy" (p. 90). When my grandmother told me about the 
traditional name she wanted me to take in the Bahlats (potlatch), she explained that I should 
be responsible like a mother, and that I am a mother and not a princess. This is why I can 
completely identify with Indigenous Feminism because it is how I was raised and who I am. 
As a mother I want to be responsible concerning the life cycle of talook from the time talook 
spawn until the next talook return and spawn again. The talook are so important and I know 
that as a First Nations woman. 
The Indigenous feminist worldview represents a good awareness and vision which I 
considered when doing research with First Nations people. The literature by Indigenous 
women guides my own research because Indigenous women consider ethical sensitivity in 
their writing. As a researcher, my connection lies with the literature of Indigenous women 
because, my mother, Virginia Reynolds' ancestry stems from the Stellat'en and I have been 
raised my entire life with my mother and her family. For the majority of my life I lived with 
my grandmother, Angeline Patrick on the Stellaquo Reserve. In my academic experience, 
literature from Indigenous women and Post-Colonial writers helps me to identify with my 
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own purpose in life. My research recognized the ways of the Stellat'en because, 
"Decolonization, once viewed as the formal process of handing over the instruments of 
government, is now recognized as a long term process involving the bureaucratic, cultural, 
linguistic and psychological divesting of colonial power" (Smith, 1999, p.98). Rather than 
researching as an imposing power, I chose to be flexible and offer the Stellat'en First Nation 
a voice to empower the importance of their worldview of talook. 
Being raised by my mother's family gave me the opportunity to learn about our 
traditional Stellat' en culture which gave me a deep respect for talook. I soon learned that my 
worldview of talook was very different from the larger society. In the book, Research as 
Resistance, Mehmoona Moosa-Mitha explains that, "Women of colour, writing from both the 
postcolonial as well as colonized world, contest the universality with which White feminists 
analyzed gendered oppression" (2005, p. 53) because women all have different forms of 
oppression. We all have our own stories and need to share our stories. Talook was one way 
people tried to force me to change by making fun of me because we ate ta look and fished for 
talook. One morning my sister and I returned late from fishing for talook with our 
grandmother. We saw the school bus going by as we were packing our talook from the boat 
to our vehicle. As the bus drove by my sister smiled and waved at the bus passing by. It was 
clear to us that our cultural activities with talook were unacceptable in school and we would 
be teased or looked down upon by some people, but we weren't too concerned about what 
other people thought. We were more concerned with how much fun we had with our 
grandmother and mother fishing for talook. 
The First Nations people in British Columbia have experienced oppression through 
the actions of colonial European settlers in Canada. In some areas colonized peoples are 
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called subaltern. Spivak in, 'Can the Subaltern speak?', explains that people who have been 
through colonization cannot be truly represented, especially since the stories were retold in 
another language and when language is translated it inevitably changes and that's only one 
example which makes fully understanding or hearing 'the consciousness' of a people difficult 
(1988, p. 27). I can understand the subaltern concept because, through a series of events, 
mainly in residential schools, the First Nations of British Columbia have had great difficulty 
keeping their languages and cultures alive. Residential Schools were set up with the purpose 
of solving "the problem" of the First Nations people. The Lejac residential school hurt 
Stellat' en children because the focus of residential schools followed along the lines that said 
and thought, "[I]f anything is to be done with the Indian, we must catch him very young. The 
children must be kept constantly within the circle of civilized conditions" cited from the 
"Nicholas Flood Davin Report on Industrial Schools for Indians and Half-Breeds, 1879" 
(Indian Residential Schools Commemoration Project, 2013, "About Indian Residential 
Schools," para. 3). While the children were in the care of the residential schools they forbid 
them to speak any language other than English and French. After several years in residential 
school, some students lost their first language and some returned home to find they could no 
longer communicate with their parents and Elders. 
The loss of language made it difficult for the Elders in the community who had the 
role to pass on traditional learning. The children of the children who went to Lejac 
residential school rarely speak the Stellat'en language. Now we face a whole generation who 
lost their traditional ways through no fault of their own. Our learning about nature, cooking 
and drying food, making baskets, and fishing is slowly being retaught by a few of our Elders. 
To be fair I can only tell my own story, because that is what I know. I cannot assume that my 
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experience is the same as any other, even if they are Stellat'en, women, or First Nations. I 
also do not feel completely confident in my own knowledge because, "Knowledge is also 
subaltern when people who have lived in subjugation own knowledge that is the result of 
their lived circumstances and/or is the experience of living in a world where, due to their 
oppressed status, they are always translating from one sort of knowledge to another" (Moosa-
Mitha, 2005, 66). For example, during the research and interview stage of this project it was 
necessary for me to interview people that speak more of the Stellat'en Dakelh language than I 
understand myself. It was necessary for me to respectfully ask the Elders to translate the 
information for me as accurately as possible. I consider myself a strong First Nations woman 
dedicated to my people but I do not know enough of my own language to complete all the 
interviews without help from my Elders to translate for me and help me better understand 
what is said in the language. 
The Indian Act has had and continues to have a huge colonizing effect on First 
Nations people. The Gradual Civilization Act of 1857 and the Gradual Enfranchisement Act 
of 1869 were combined to form the Indian Act in 1876. John A MacDonald, Prime Minister 
of Canada at the time said, "The great aim of our legislation has been to do away with the 
tribal system and assimilate the Indian people in all respects with the other inhabitants of the 
Dominion as speedily as they are fit to change" (The University of British Columbia, 2009, 
"The Indian Act," para. 6). The rules impressed on First Nations people were set up through 
an oppressive authority aimed at making First Nations people assimilate, or be made to 
behave as European settlers . This meant that authorities had the right to restrict anything that 
was distinct to a First Nations culture. It is important to give voice to First Nations people 
because they experienced oppression, First Nations must be supported to strengthen their 
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own traditional and cultural values because the Indian Act was originally made to force 
people to integrate into the colonial ways. 
It is through the Indian Act, of which large sections remain unchanged to this day, 
that the First Nations people lost yet more of their traditions. The Band Council system of 
government currently in use on reserves is set out in the original Indian Act to remove the 
tradition of Hereditary Chiefs. Currently it is Indian Affairs, the organization charged with 
governing First Nations through the Indian Act, that determines if a First Nation's candidate 
can in fact be recognized legally as a First Nation person. Stellat'en has a matrilineal society 
where children are born into their mother's clan as a part of the larger clan system called the 
Bahlats. Through the Indian Act my mother lost her status when she married a Non-First 
Nations man. Her mother and father were both First Nations people from Stellaquo. The 
Indian Act marginalized women by making status gender biased. My uncle on the other hand 
married a Non-First Nations woman and his wife gained full status. In 1884 the Potlatch Act 
banned Potlatches, or as they are known in the Stellat'en language, Bahlats. These 
ceremonies marked important events in the community, showed children as belonging to 
their mother clans, served as a way to distribute wealth and, had men and women as leaders. 
Although seen by outsiders as wasteful, the Bahlats is an integral part of First Nations 
culture. Now restored, the memories of the traditions in the Bahlats had almost been lost due 
to the federal banning of the ceremonies. 
Today colonial practices still continue to impact First Nations people. Justice Justin 
Page notes that: 
British Columbia's colonial history of misrecognition and its explicit attempts to deny 
or eradicate cultural difference through dispossession, appropriation and assimilation 
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are viewed as being continuous with an industry that pollutes coastal First Nations' 
unceeded territories, that puts a key source of coastal First Nations' physical and 
cultural sustenance (wild salmon) at risk and that threatens the already precarious 
health status of a system of interconnected natural and social elements and the 'way 
oflife' associated with it (2007, p. 624). 
Traditional knowledge has survived and many First Nations people devote their lives to 
maintaining and passing on their knowledge, in spite of the interference of the government in 
trying to "integrate or assimilate the Indian." Because of these hard working people 
traditional knowledge can and should be used to guide decisions of today. Talook has 
substance in the culture of Stellat' en and, as Fyre Jean Graveline says, "Our Culture is not 
vanishing. Not only functional in The Past. Tradition forever Changes" (2004, p. 105). 
Work to strengthen traditional knowledge and empower cultural practices needs to continue. 
Due to colonization, many people have lost traditional knowledge and cultural views. In 
recording this story about the relationship between talook and the Stellat'en First Nation I 
give support to the validity of tradition and culture. 
First Nations people need more control over the management ofresources in their 
traditional territories. "In the future, however, many Aboriginal women hope to reach a stage 
where they can reconstruct our age-old supreme authorities back into the management of our 
communities and nations" (Anderson, 2000, p. 221 ). This research concerning talook and the 
Stellat' en First Nation is a tool that will strengthen the connection between ancient ways of 
life and the current management of talook. Future generations must know and learn from the 
ways of our ancestors because our ancestors had good ways to follow. First Nations people 
have a sincere commitment to a sustainable future because it has always been a part of First 
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Nations culture. We need to recognize the care and love First Nations people have always 
felt towards the land. They take this responsibility seriously and as Anderson states: "Many 
women have told me similar stories about how they take their motivation out of a sense of 
responsibility to the children" (2000, p. 159). As a member of the Stellat'en First Nation, 
and a mother, I have a responsibility to find options for a better future for the people, talook 
and the environment. 
First Nations' worldviews have significant importance. As Lee Maracle explains, 
"Native women need to find a way to make the old ways fit into our lives" (in Anderson, 
2000, p. 209). I found my research a way to learn from the Stellat'en old ways and fit that 
worldview into our busy lives. I believe that women and men should be leaders. In our 
culture the key to the Bahlats system is following traditional values and sharing. This 
research explores the relationships between talook and Stellat'en First Nation, but does not 
only pertain to Stellat'en First Nation. It is applicable to any nation dependent on fishing and 
all people who care about talook. It is important for readers who have no understanding of 
my culture to learn more. If anyone can learn from my research, they are more than welcome 
to; according to my traditions, I can share my learning with you. The story about the 
relationship between talook and the Stellat' en First Nation was done in the spirit of sharing 
with all good intentions. 
Presently, the government of BC has made some slow movement in the area of 
uniting people and working together for a better future. Stellat' en have a right to tell their 
own story about the importance of talook. All people involved, working together, will help 
the Stellat'en and talook. In studying the oppressed, Freire found that, "If true commitment 
to the people, involving the transformation of the reality by which they are oppressed, 
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requires a theory of transforming action, this theory cannot fail to assign the people a 
fundamental role in the transformation process" (1970/2009, p. 107). Recording the 
relationship between Stellat'en and ta/oak will empower the Stellat'en. I accept my 
responsibility as a leader to ensure that Stellat' en play a role in their future relationship with 
ta/oak. Considering that what the Stellat'en want is in the best interest of the ta/oak, this 
work is a beneficial tool to strengthen the Stellat'en traditional culture and society as a 
whole. 
The summer of 2010 brought the legendary 2010 ta/oak return to Stellakoh (Morton, 
(n.d.), "Sockeye 2010 - Legendary," para. 3). Two members of the Stellat'en First Nation, 
Sharolise Baker and Roselita Louis, spearheaded a rally on the shores of the Stellakoh River 
which was open to the public and attracted people such as Alexandra Morton, Anissa Reed, 
and Don Staniford from the Salmon (Ta/oak) Are Sacred movement, as well as David 
Loewen who created the Salmon Guy website. The public gathering welcomed people who 
are concerned about ta/oak from anywhere and everywhere. A small group of 'salmon 
people' gathered to show their appreciation for the legendary ta/oak return and to pray, hope, 
and dream for an equally strong return of ta/oak in the future. The ta/oak travel from the 
Pacific Ocean to the Fraser River, then into the Nechako River, then to the Nadleh River 
where they rest for a time in Fraser Lake before entering the Stellakoh River. This gathering 
expressed the appreciation that Stellat'en have for ta/oak and their journey. We all expressed 
our concerns for ta/oak with each other and discussed a better future for ta/oak similar to the 
Salmon are Sacred (2010) movement. 
The next year, 2011, we held the Salmon Festival (as we call it) again and with help 
from members of the Stellat'en First Nation we have been able to continue hosting the event, 
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which has been a great success every year. Each year we do different activities according to 
our budget. Youth have been keen on attending, as well as other community members who 
care about talook. We also embrace the fact that the public are always welcome. The festival 
starts every year with a prayer at the river which has turned into more of a ceremony. 
Everyone says a prayer, we sing traditional songs and then make our way back to the 
community hall on the other side of Stellakoh. Another tradition started where we always 
have a talook feast to end the festival in honour of talook. The Stellat'en Salmon Festival is a 
way that our community can express our concern for talook and where we can invite 
likeminded people to not only express concern for talook but celebrate talook as well. 
In the writing, Putting Ourselves Forward it explains that "respectful representation, 
remembering, reconnection, and recovery all clearly identify how location makes the 
research ethical and accountable" (Absolon & Willett 2005, p. 119). Being respectful in my 
research is important because the Stellat'en First Nation come from a society that has been 
oppressed. Therefore, they are sensitive to insensitive behavior. I want my community 
members to know that I respect them not only because of the words I say but because of my 
own actions. Fishing and preparing talook helped me to remember our respect for talook. It 
brought me back to my childhood and helped me understand why talook are important to me. 
I had to reconnect with everyone and I had to be in the community. Actively participating 
with my community of Stellat' en helped me to recover because "Our ancestors call to be 
remembered and recovered into our present" (Absolon & Willett, 2005, p. 121), and through 
this process by following my intuition I was able to recover and locate myself in this 
research. 
I know that "cultural traditions, ceremonies, stories, songs, dances and rituals are our 
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responsibility to learn" (Absolon & Willett, 2005, p. 121) because I am a leader of the Luk sil 
yoo Clan. My traditional name is Dzih Bhen, which means Little Caribou Mother and is an 
ancient name from the Caribou clan as my grandmother explained to me. There are several 
people from the Luk sil yoo clan with names. My grandmother told me about my name and 
told me I could pay for the name in the Bahlats (potlatch) when I was ready. In 2009 I 
received the name Dzih Bhen in the potlatch. Taking a name is a big step because a person 
with a name is always expected to be respectful. People will look to a person who has a 
name with great scrutiny. Some people say a leader is not supposed to show emotion, which 
I can understand because as a leader it is not always helpful to show emotion. As well, 
people may feel disappointed if they know you have a name and see you being disrespectful. 
My family helped my cousin Donna Vermette and me pay for our names in the Bahlats. It 
was important to my grandmother that we pay for our names. Having a traditional name has 
helped me to become a better person while embracing my traditional culture. I believe that 
taking the responsibility to learn about Stellat' en traditional culture is very important. 
As a leader I have to be actively involved in matters concerning Stellat' en which 
includes being a steward to our traditional territory. I was fishing for talook when I heard 
about the Mount Polley mine tailings pond break into Quesnel Lake on August 14t\ 2014. 
Quesnel Lake is connected to the Fraser River which is connected to the Nechako, which is 
then connected to the Nadleh River, Fraser Lake, and Stellakoh. My heart sank as I thought, 
"What will happen to the talook?" The pictures showing millions of cubic meters of waste 
from the Mount Polley mine disaster flowing into the water terrified me (Moskowitz, 2014, 
p.l). Valerie Louis, another woman from Stellaquo, and I were travelling back from the 
Elders Gathering in Victoria BC when we met Kanahus Manuel who talked to us about her 
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opposition to Imperial Metals who run the Mount Polley mine. In the summer of 2015 
Kanahus played a large role in organizing an event and invited us to the Mount Polley 
Disaster Memorial Gathering at Likely, BC. We met her on the side of the road that leads to 
the Mount Polley mine. At the gathering we all introduced ourselves and talked about our 
concerns. The main topic of concern was talook. 
Another movement for talook started in May 2015 when the Salmon Caravan rolled 
into Prince George, BC. Sabina Dennis, another Dakelh woman, played a large role in 
organizing the Salmon Caravan. She knows me and my work with talook, so she invited me 
to attend the Salmon Caravan Rally. More and more people who care are reaching out to one 
another and discussing their concern for talook. People share their experiences and talk 
about how important talook are. It is such a good feeling to be amongst people who truly 
care about talook. These people still hold the traditional ways of our ancestors in their hearts. 
More than anything, I believe it is important for these people who care to have a voice and 
have a role in the discussion concerning talook, because they are the ones who care the most. 
Of course the general public are invited to these events, but usually I find only a small 
percentage of the general public care about talook. 
We all play an important role in caring for talook. In her poem, The Circle of Life, 
Elle Han'sa writes: 
The Creator made the Earth Round 
She made the grass and the Trees 
the Birds, Fish and Animals 
to follow the purpose of Her Creation. 
and She made the four races of Mankind black, white, yellow, brown 
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and placed them in the East, North, West and South 
She made the Sun, the Moon and the Stars 
and asked them to form circles 
so that we should understand 
the wisdom and Meaning of Life. 
Because Life as the Creator meant it is a circle: from the Creator to the Creator is the circle 
of Life (in Ouellette, 2002, p. 49). 
This poem reminds me of talook because they live in a cyclical journey. The way we treat 
talook will inevitably predict the longevity of talook and in turn the longevity of ourselves as 
Stellat' en, because we do share home and habitat with talook. 
Being a leader from the Stellat'en First Nation gives me responsibility to future 
generations, that includes being concerned for Stellakoh talook. I must recognize the 
historical oppression Stellat' en have faced because it explains why I cannot understand my 
own language and why I must take an extra effort to learn and understand more about my 
own culture. People who have been oppressed need an opportunity to speak and have a 
voice. In the spirit of sharing, this research gives voice to Stellat' en and explains 
transformative initiatives that are being taken. In my research I acknowledge the circle of 
life that can help us understand the cyclical nature of talook. I go back to Stellaquo to fish 
with my family and that helps me to remember, reconnect and recover my identity. 
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Chapter Four: Literature Review 
In this study to consider Stellat'en First Nation and Stellakoh Talook there are stories 
that provide direction as to what queries are beneficial to investigate. For example, in her 
video 'The Warmth of Love' Sophie Thomas states, "If we take care of our Mother Earth, she 
will look after us" (Jacks, 2000). This statement stands out among the many influential 
words that Saik'uz Elder Sophie Thomas shared with people before she passed away. When 
preparing for the public forum of the Cohen Commission at Prince George, B.C. on 
September 23, 2010, I thought about this statement by Sophie Thomas and how we can look 
after Mother Earth. The honourable Bruce Cohen led the commission to investigate the 
drastic decline in wild sockeye talook returns in previous years. At the Cohen Commission 
in 2010 I spoke about self-regulation. We can count talook for eternity but the real threat to 
talook comes from the activities of people. The best way people can look after Mother Earth 
would be to strategically regulate themselves to reduce negative impacts on Mother Earth and 
therefore talook. I know that from my broad description of the relationship between talook 
and the Stellat' en First Nation. As a result of my research, I advance my knowledge and 
understanding about our relationship with talook in more detailed and articulate ways that 
will offer some achievable future goals to improve the relationship between humans and 
talook. 
Kenneth Campbell has written an excellent book, Persistence and Change: A History 
of the Ts 'msyen Nation (2005). In Campbell's book, the First Nations people more 
commonly known as the Tsimshian have traditional stories about talook. For example, the 
Tsimshian Adaawx (oral history) explains that "the salmon and the human world are 
interconnected and what happens in the human world affects what happens in the salmon 
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world" (Campbell, 2005, 56). Stories like the Tsimshian story about talook are key to the 
relationships between talook and people. It is evident that building sensitive relationships 
between the talook and the people has always been important to the Tsimshian. Recent 
history demonstrates that what happens in the human world categorically defines 
repercussions in the talook world. By teaching people to be considerate of talook in their 
activities, the Tsimshian have empowered people to be responsible for the fate of the talook 
as well as themselves. Similarly, human activity in and around Stellaquo reserve must be 
considered as a major factor in the health of the local talook resource. 
In the Tsimshian Adaawx people are told to return talook bones to the water so that 
the talook will return (Campbell, 2005, p. 56). My mother, Virginia Reynolds, told me about 
past practices of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, when DFO used to throw all the 
dead fish to the shore. My grandmother, Angeline Patrick, who has since passed away, told 
my mother to tell them that the dead talook will feed the next talook. My mother said she 
told DFO that the younger talook needed to live off the dead talook and after a time DFO 
stopped throwing the dead fish out of the river and onto the shore. My aunt also told me a 
story about talook bones. As I remember it, my aunt Josephine Carter said that my 
grandmother told her the story before she passed away. 
The first talook would enter the Nadleh River and a certain man would be stationed to 
boil the first talook caught in a large container. The man shared the first talook and 
would tell a story for every bone on the talook to all the people. Everyone sat and 
listened to the talook stories and the talook was distributed amongst the people. 
This shows how people learn about talook and have appreciation for the talook in a very 
special way. 
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These are all examples of how First Nations have socio-legal rules in their stories. 
Valerie Napoleon describes socio-legal rules (2009, p. 64) that surface through stories called 
adaawk, which means oral history. These stories tell about the rules of how people treat non-
human life forms including talook (p. 66). Mr. Williams from the Gitksan tells a story about 
respect for talook explaining that, 
"When the first spring salmon was caught it was very, very respected by our 
people .... When they caught this first spring salmon they would leave it and they 
would talk to the spring salmon and give praise to the spring salmon. The salmon are 
then prepared in a special way and all the head chiefs in the village are invited to a 
first salmon ceremony to enjoy eating the salmon. An important principle herein is 
about sharing the first catch of any animal or fish" (Napoleon, 2009, p. 66). 
Similarly to the Gitksan stories previously mentioned and stories I heard from my family, 
people talk about treating talook respectfully and even sharing the first catch in a very similar 
story. It is true that it is customary to share the first catch of an animal or fish in the 
Stellat' en culture as well. 
The ways of First Nations people are still in many ways so different from the ways of 
Europeans. First Nations People did regulate resources such as talook because "Their 
survival as people depended on the survival of all other living things in their country" 
(Furniss, 1993, p. 11 ). The Tsimshian history tells ofleaders being upset when the first 
Europeans used their territory because "European newcomers later took First Nations land 
without compensation but it was never described as theft" (Campbell, 2005, p. 79). The 
lands and areas were just taken over without consideration for the ways of First Nations 
people. The European settlers felt they had authority over the area and banned the potlatches 
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in British Columbia around 1884 (Steckley & Cummins, 2001, p. 121 ). As mentioned 
previously, the fish weirs were banned in BC in the early nineteen hundreds through the 
Barricade Treaty (Harris, 2008, p. 42). These methods of colonization were systematically 
set to take control over lands and resources. 
In the nineteenth century, First Nations people were being oppressed, but even at this 
time some Non-First Nations people helped advocate for the First Nations. The Douglas 
Treaties helped preserve First Nations fisheries because Douglas figured that First Nations 
people did deserve the right to fish. The Douglas Treaties stated that First Nations should 
keep their lifestyle of fishing which is what the reserves were based on (Harris, 2008, p. 24). 
Although many First Nations were relocated to reserve areas, it was lucky that some people 
recognized the importance of fishing among First Nations people. After the Douglas Treaties 
the Provincial Commissioner of fisheries noted that "If Native Fisheries were to be closed, 
even for conservation purposes, then the fisheries should be compensated" (Harris, 2008, p. 
26). In 1906 a fisheries guardian clearly reported that First Nations all along the coast 
refused to give up their fish traps and weirs (Harris, 2008, p. 42). Fishing was so important 
to First Nations people that restrictions caused great upset to First Nations livelihood and 
fishing. The government finally allowed most First Nations to be relocated to areas near 
seasonal fishing areas so they could continue fishing. Being closer to fishing areas helped 
First Nations people survive, but they needed to keep their traditional ways of fishing as well. 
Historically the Lake Babine Nation fought to keep their barricades for fishing. The 
governing authorities were not lenient, to the point that people from the Lake Babine Nation 
"were accused of obstructing the passage of fish, contrary to the Fisheries Act and assault, 
contrary to the Criminal Code" (Harris, 2001, p. 111). The Lake Babine Nation people were 
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arrested for defending their traditional territories and for fishing talook. Their long held 
bountiful and flourishing weirs were taken away in 1906 by the Minister of Fisheries and the 
Minister of the Interior (Harris, 2001, p. 113). Of course it is clear that First Nations were 
not willing to give up their right to fish traditionally. They were forced into it. Even after the 
great stand-off was taken by the Lake Babine Nation to keep their traditional weirs the 
government still insisted on taking away the barricades. Much like the Lake Babine Nation 
other First Nations in the surrounding areas were also forced into giving up their rights to fish 
traditionally. 
The Stellat'en First Nation were not saved from having their fishing methods taken 
away. Losing the right to use barricades and fish weirs shows the oppression that First 
Nations people faced by losing the security of talook as sustenance in their lives until they 
could master the art of using nets. In 1978, Barbara Lane prepared a document for The 
Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs titled: 'Federal Recognition of Indian Fishing Rights in British 
Columbia.' In her research, Lane explains that there had been a concern regarding the 
decline of talook stocks after 1901 and 1905 because talook canneries were over producing 
canned talook, but essentially the fish weirs used by First Nation people in British Columbia 
were being blamed for declines in talook stocks (p. 14). The fish weirs were set in a 
fencelike structure that was built across a river by First Nations people. The Barricades were 
much better than nets because when you fish with a net you have no idea what you are going 
to catch but once you catch it, you have to keep it because everything gets tied up in a net so 
bad that nothing can survive. With a weir if something you didn't want to catch got caught 
you would just have to release it with no harm done. 
In BC, First Nations would make a barricade across the river and then the people 
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would come in and gather the talook with baskets and spears, "The barricade method (using a 
fish fence) was a community food gathering activity and the fish would be shared among all 
the people of the village" (The First Nations Perspective, n.d., para. 3). It is commonly 
known that "Stellat' en only took enough to survive the winter months" (Stellaten.ca Cycles 
of Life, 2016). On June 15, 1911 Chieflsidore of the Stellat' en First Nation signed an 
agreement to stop First Nations from using fish weirs (Lane, 1978, p. 1 ). These agreements 
and/or treaties signed to stop using fish weirs are commonly known as the Barricade Treaties. 
After the Barricade treaty the Stellat'en had to completely change their ways of fishing to the 
use of nets. If they had a choice, Stellat'en would not choose to use nets. Furthermore, 
taking away the fish fence meant that people no longer gathered talook together. But, after 
knowing what the Lake Babine Nation went through, how would the Stellat'en stop the 
governing officials from taking away their traditional methods of fishing? If there was a way 
to stop them, they would have stopped them. 
Now that First Nations people are being heard, it is important that they take their 
opportunity to speak for their own interests by using their own voices. The Sto:lo chiefs sent 
a petition to the Department of Indian Affairs because "their people were in danger of not 
having enough salmon for the winter" (Brown, 2005, p. 72). These types of concerns have to 
be acknowledged by the people in authority because it proves that people were not 
complacent with the government imposed restrictions and they did express their opposition to 
government policies. Far too often authoritarian figures take a "back door" to real issues and 
use the excuse that people were not in opposition. We know that there is opposition to 
injustices, but people do not often have the forum to make changes and express their real 
concerns. Talook have always been sustenance for First Nations people in British Columbia 
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along the rivers that lead to the Pacific Ocean. People need to significantly recognize the 
importance of talook and the First Nations concern for their wellbeing. 
Ultimately we should all have some concern for talook. The Cohen Commission has 
recently brought the public's concern for talook to light. To help tell the story about the 
relationship between Stellat' en and talook, information from sources other than just the 
Stellat'en people was needed. In their investigation to find direction from local First Nations 
in BC regarding concerns about talook farms in traditional First Nations' territories, Gerwing 
and McDaniels (2006) found that, "First Nations require access to credible information about 
the social, ecological, and economic consequences of developing salmon farms in their 
territories" (p. 272). It is important to consider credible outside sources of information to 
attain a comprehensive product that will give us, as the Stellat'en First Nation, the 
information we need to know about the impacts that other entities such as fish farms have on 
Stellakoh Talook. 
Some First Nations in British Columbia do see talook as a way of living and making 
money. Ron Sparrow from the Musqueum Nation was a licensed commercial fisher with a 
net that was too long and fisheries challenged his rights to fish (Henderson, 2006, p. 52). 
Standing strong, Sparrow fought the charges because he was practicing his constitutional 
right to fish under the Constitution Act 1982, Section 35 (1) (Henderson, 2006, p. 52). Even 
with such a victory, Sparrow went a little further and argued that he was fishing in his 
traditional ancestral fishing spot and also compared the fact that First Nations always traded 
fish for what they needed and he should be able to sell fish to sufficiently sustain his life 
(Henderson, 2006, p. 53). In many ways Sparrow's voice is correct. First Nations people did 
trade talook all over the country. Personally, I find it hard to believe that a few First Nations 
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people selling talook would make a dent in the lucrative non-Native commercial fishing 
business. I know that people are often perplexed by the idea of selling talook and some 
people agree with the idea, but on the other hand some do not agree with First Nations selling 
talook. 
I have never seen First Nations people fish talook in ways that would lead to 
extinction. I do not believe our elders would ever over fish or over hunt a species. Certainly 
a person with traditional values would not misuse a natural resource. People should learn the 
traditional values of people who have lived and survived through a respectful relationship 
with nature. In order to provide insight to interested parties "including governments, 
businesses, and civil society, First Nations' values regarding salmon aquaculture need to be 
articulated in a way that can help structure and inform resource management decisions" 
(Gerwing & McDaniels, 2006, p. 261). Academics recognize traditional knowledge for the 
value it has to protect natural resources. The people who have retained the traditional 
knowledge throughout colonization deserve a great amount of credit for being strong and 
resilient, much like the talook swimming against the current. 
First Nations People have learned to know many things from talook. These include: 
diet, seasons and rhythm, harvesting practice, responsibility, talook habitat restoration, giving 
themselves, sharing and feeding others (Castleden, 2007, pp. 82-85). Because First Nations' 
cultures are inextricably connected to the talook that "fed their ancestors, they are obliged to 
steward their territories" (Gerwing & McDaniels, 2006, p. 272). This is done through 
respectful relationships. People do need to predict the outcomes of their actions and become 
self-regulated. Objectives based on First Nations' values can articulate which consequences 
are desirable and which should be avoided. For better decisions in matters of talook resource 
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management, people will have to work together and they will have to work respectfully with 
each other. The Stellat' en need an opportunity to express their opinions and the opportunity 
to share their own knowledge that will enhance the future of Stellakoh talook. 
This research was an avenue where the Stellat' en people could participate in learning 
and teaching. In her book, Judgment at Stoney Creek: Sai 'K'uz Ne ba na Huz 'ya, Bridget 
Moran explains that, "In fact what the 1976 inquest accomplished was to politicize the 
natives of Stoney Creek; they discovered that, like the white man, they could use such 
institutions as the media, the various commissions, the justice system, to impact in a positive 
way the world around them" because, "In the wisdom and strength of their own people lay 
their best hope for the future" (1990, p. 200). My research is used as a venue for offering an 
open expression for explaining why the talook are important to the Stellat'en and why First 
Nations people need an avenue in this society to express themselves significantly. Through 
learning from each other, the Stellat' en are able to better teach future generations about the 
importance of talook. I hope the Stellat' en knowledge of ta/oak will offer more people a 
different perspective that will resonate with others with like-minded views, or build a 
relationship of consideration when managing ta/oak. First Nations see that what happens in 
the world of talook impacts what happens in the human world. 
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Chapter Five: The Past 
Growing up I learned from my elders, grandmother, mother, aunts, uncles and 
community members. To know about talook you do not need to know all the scientific 
names and meanings in my culture, because traditional knowledge has been passed on 
through generations. The traditional knowledge I have learned over the years has proven to 
be very fulfilling, valuable and significant in my life. For this work, my goal has been to 
learn from the valuable knowledge of my Elders and people from my community and to 
cherish our knowledge. More importantly, I want to share that knowledge in the spirit of 
learning while adequately giving credit to the people who have been kind enough to 
participate in my study about the importance of talook to the Stellat'en First Nation. Many of 
the stories I can fully identify with as a member of the Stellat'en First Nation who grew up 
fishing for talook with my family on the Stellaquo Reserve. 
Through my interviews I have also learned a massive amount of information that I 
didn't know about beforehand. Some people I interviewed are related to me. It is hard to 
avoid family and close relationships in a small First Nation community. Needless to say 
everyone shared their own stories about talook. Some wanted to talk mainly about the 
history, some wanted to talk about the language and some wanted to focus on their own 
experience with talook. There are many more Stellat' en band members who have traditional 
knowledge about talook and fishing, but I collected as much information as I could while still 
making the task manageable. The people interviewed were readily available and willing to 
share their knowledge. Robert and Theresa Luggi both requested an interview without a tape 
recorder, but they allowed me to use a notepad. Stellat'en have always told stories from the 
past to the next generation through oral history and that is how traditional information has 
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been passed down. 
There is an oral history story about the return of talook. In his interview, Archie 
Patrick explained that, "each year people would be anticipating the return of the salmon ... 
when they first saw- the first salmon they would scream that out: Nadleh - (pronounced in 
a drawl Naeightla) which means the salmon has returned. There would be a celebration and 
they would start into catching the fish. Basically that would be one of the first stories I ever 
heard." Robert Luggi, Mary Casimel and Josephine Carter referred to messages about the 
talook returning in their interviews as well. George George Sr. explained that there used to 
be a village called Chunlack down the river where the short river runs into the Nechako and 
when the salmon came around to Chunlack this man would holler, "Nadleh" and somehow 
these people in Nadleh and around Stellaquo used to hear the message that this man was 
hollering that the salmon have returned. He explained further that, "Our people were so close 
to nature - they had powers - they had what we would call today unnatural, but it was natural 
to our people and even now some of our people they've got powers that all our First Nations 
used to practice all the time." Then George explained that he had to say this so people would 
understand how this person down the Nechako River could communicate that 'the salmon 
have returned,' to people as far away as Nadleh and Stellaquo. From these stories we can 
already see how important the return of the talook was and is. 
Salmon was the main source of sustenance for the people of Stellaquo. In having a 
close relationship with nature the Stellat'en people believe that if the salmon are disrespected 
a person will have to pay dire consequences. An oral history story about respect told by 
George George Sr. explains the sacredness of talook: 
"There is a story told about a young boy who was sent to take some dry 
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salmon from the food cache. He went up to the food cache and he took a few 
dry salmon and as he was walking back to their house he was going down a 
hill and he put the salmon on the snow and he slid down the hill sitting on the 
dry salmon - its taboo to do stuff like that to any food, especially salmon. This 
boy, after he disrespected that he starved to death even though he ate a lot. For 
some reason he just withered away." 
In this story George George Sr. gives us a good example of how serious the consequences of 
disrespecting ta/oak would be. People did not make light of disrespectful behavior towards 
salmon because the young man didn't know any better. They actually say the boy died and 
there was nothing anyone could do to help him. It is quite common that these types of stories 
are told in our culture and that teaches people to be truly respectful. 
Estas is a very popular character that the people from Stellaquo and surrounding areas 
talk about. George George Sr. explains another part of our Oral History about Estas: 
He made some dry salmon. He put it on a drying rack in a smokehouse. He was 
walking by it. Somehow he had to walk by this salmon hanging on a drying rack. As 
he walked by the salmon it brushed against his shoulder and the salmon annoyed him. 
So he took down the salmon and he threw it on the ground. All of a sudden the 
salmon came alive and they started crawling back towards the river. He grabbed one 
salmon by the tail and tried to hold it back so it wouldn't go back into the river, but 
all the salmon he tried to stop - they all went back into the river. What he had 
gathered up for the following winter was gone. 
Estas is a comical character that gets into mischief at times. Listening to the story being told 
it is quite drastic, but because the character Estas is comical in a way it does bring light to the 
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subject. The story George George Sr. tells about Estas again explains that the talook have to 
be respected. Talook can't be thrown on the ground and treated disrespectfully. Even if you 
have salmon prepared and are ready for winter you still can't disrespect that salmon because 
you will need it to feed you. More so, after all the hard work you wouldn't want to lose that 
salmon. 
Everyone interviewed discussed having to be respectful to the salmon. Archie Patrick 
explained that, 
"In general anything to do with food was sacred. One of our 'taboos', what we were 
told, over and over and over again: 'Don't play with your food'. Put it in front of 
you, either you eat it or you don't. Do not mess around with it. And I know that the 
salmon was revered because all the names you know, Nadleh and goon - all those 
words. Nadleh meaning return and goon is eggs - there's other eggs of other fish but 
there's only the one goon which is the salmon eggs. So yeah it was considered a 
sacred resource. And it was always understood that it would return. Every year they 
would come back". 
Here Archie explains that you have to respect the salmon so that it will return, you have to 
respect the salmon because it is sacred, even the eggs of the salmon are revered and people 
are not to play with their food. The teachings about being respectful have very deep meaning 
and are not simple stories to understand. The stories about respect are told so that people will 
be respectful, the salmon will return and the people won't starve. Archie explained that the 
point of respecting talook was sacred and a continuous teaching in our culture as it has been 
since time immemorial. 
Gary Michell explained that the teachings were not only expressed in stories but also 
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in day to day discussion: "Don't play with it you know - uh Dun (meaning to not touch that) 
-you know they were really strict with it. Don' t drop it you know - handle the fish very 
carefully. The elders were like that too". This shows that lessons were not only told in 
stories but they were practiced consistently. Stellat' en practice these teachings so their 
children will be respectful. Through the years this profound meaning of respect has lasted 
generation after generation to teach people that the salmon deserve to be respected. You 
cannot play with it or drop it on the ground and the salmon should be handled with care. 
This shows that people were not just interested in hauling salmon in and slaughtering the 
salmon so they could make it through the winter. Stellat' en believe in putting value in the 
talook and practiced that belief. 
Having talook available for sustenance is very important and a valuable way of life 
for the Stellat' en. George George Sr. reinforces the importance ofrespecting salmon because 
it is a very important food supply that First Nations preserve for the winter every year until it 
returns the next year. It is taboo to treat it without respect and people used almost every 
piece of the salmon. The talook must be respected so that it will come back again and be 
plentiful. Many other people in their interviews expressed the importance of respecting 
talook. For example Mary Nooski stated: "If you disrespect salmon the consequence would 
be starvation." Traditionally following the rules of respect meant ensuring that the talook 
would return. The return of talook meant sustenance for the people. Literally, without talook 
people would starve, so that is why talook had such a high respect in the Stellat'en culture. 
Traditionally speaking Stellat' en should not waste talook. Mary Casimel explains in 
her interview, "That salmon you have to respect it you're not supposed to let it rot or 
anything. You 're supposed to use all of it. Mom used to use the skin for moccasins in the 
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winter time because it was smooth". So people working with salmon should not let any of it 
go to waste. As well people did not over harvest talook because, "everybody knew how 
much they needed and that's what they got and ifthere was more than that they allowed the 
rest to go" (Archie Patrick). And, "the people knew about conservation: not wasting 
anything and they considered it a sin, a grave sin to waste - food in particular, but before it 
becomes food you know its ah swimming by you and if you kill it just for the heck of it - just 
for the fun of fishing or anything like that - we fish because of its food value" (Archie 
Patrick). Being respectful ties into not wasting, and these values can be seen as 
conservational measures as well. Furthermore people should only harvest what they need 
and only fish for food . 
Two more interviewees noted that traditionally "there was No Selling Fish, choose 
which fish to harvest without harming the fish and No damage to the fish in the process" 
(Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds). People probably have no idea how many ways the 
salmon can be used, especially if people take the time to work at it. Traditional practice says 
that, the whole fish is utilized: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Head, Guts (the guts are eaten right away), Roe - all used as sustenance 
Head and Eggs can be smoked and dried 
The Heads can be tied together and left in water to rot - then cooked to make fish oil 
Salmon skin can be used to make water proof moccasins and used at times as 
footwear 
Fish bones were useful as combs, and sewing needles 
The bits of the fish that were not used would be thrown back in the water to nourish the 
living fish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds). People had to know how to use the talook 
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because they had to know how to survive with what nature provided. 
Mary Casimel describes in her interview a tradition she had learned from her mother: 
"The first salmon you catch - everybody has a piece. Salmon for everybody but, the bones -
the bones you put it on birch bark. All the bones you put on the Birch Bark and put it back in 
the water and you say salmon you come back again. Salmon please, 'thlai soo nauwdleh '." 
And Josephine Carter recalls her mother telling her a similar story about a man: "He would 
boil that first salmon and make it into soup and he served everybody in that village with the 
soup and he's the guy that took every bone and put it back in the water." These examples 
coincide with the idea of celebration and/or feasting when the talook return and then making 
sure the bones go back in the water. Putting the bones back in the water is similar to the 
traditions of other First Nation people. These two very ancient Stellat'en traditions have 
been pointed out clearly by the people interviewed: celebrating the return and returning the 
salmon bones to the water. 
Talook was used for more than just a food source. Josephine Carter explained that a 
very elderly lady called Aloo by everyone from Stellaquo's neighbouring community of 
Nadleh, who has since passed away, taught her the following: "Agnes George showed me 
how she did a salmon. She showed me how she carved it with a knife. She skinned the 
salmon - she skinned it just like you do a rabbit and then she took the end. One end, the 
narrow end and then she sewed it upon the narrow end and then she took a dried blue berries 
about half of it and she put bear grease in that then sewed the rest and that's how they stored 
their berries ... . it just dried like that - she showed it to me!" By storing the berries like this 
the lady explained to my aunt that, "the bear grease took the property of the blueberry so you 
couldn't even tell the difference" (Josephine Carter). This is just one example of how people 
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made the salmon useful to them. Although we must remember that all people did not do 
everything exactly the same, these are examples of traditional knowledge that does help us 
better understand the Stellat' en and talook. 
Neil Heron worked many years with fisheries and describes the traditional method of 
fishing as completely selective. In the past elders described the Fish Traps, Wiers and/or 
Barricades to our present elders when they were young. Archie Patrick recalls that they 
would describe how the barricades were made and how the salmon were caught by allowing 
them to go into this cage and once the cage was full they would drag it to shore to get salmon 
out from the opening. This trap Archie Patrick described as the big round one that was 
named Goonzai, and goon means salmon eggs and, zai means dry - "you know dry salmon 
eggs and the name for that weir is the same - I don't know why." The traps were made from 
flexible branches particularly willow and tied together with roots and the stripped bark of 
green willows. Gary Michell described the fish fence as a fence that goes across the river 
and barricades the salmon after which the people go in and catch the salmon in the water. 
That is why people say it would have been easy to regulate. 
It was important to regulate talook so that the people fishing could make sure talook 
got by to spawn, so that talook would continue returning year after year. The people fishing 
would do this because, "they were able to pick out the spawners and let them through and 
that way they regulated - they made sure that the salmon would come back again. So they 
didn't catch all the salmon and catch anything that came along. They knew what the 
spawners looked like and they let them through - they didn't harvest them" (George George 
Sr.). The Stellat'en traditional ways of fishing had been devised with a great amount of 
consideration for the salmon. Ensuring the return of the salmon is a point that comes up 
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repeatedly in the interviews and seems to be the focal point of the methods of fishing and 
treatment of salmon before colonization. 
It is clear that Stellat'en did have a close connection with talook. Part of this 
connection had been in traditional expressions. Archie Patrick explains that, 
"There's an expression in Carrier that says skcoon ziya uja - which means my fish 
eggs are all gone - my salmon eggs are all gone. Literally that's what it means -
skcoon ziya uja - sckoon is my fish eggs ziya is gone - you know and literally that 
means I got no more energy. Dead. Because the salmon when their sckoon ziya uja-
when their eggs are all gone - they die. They got no more energy they just - so when 
you're absolutely exhausted or when you've just given up on something, Like you 
just can't do it anymore you say: my fish eggs are all gone" (laughs). 
Another expression Archie Patrick explained is Yah Too: "yah too - is sky water- where the 
water meets the sky- that's on the ocean - we know it comes from the ocean and what a 
strong powerful thing to come back year after year after year." The expressions as Archie 
Patrick explains suggest an understanding of the talook's journey from Stellakoh to the ocean 
and back again. These expressions suggest a good perception of that journey as well and the 
respect that Stellat' en convey for the journey of the talook. 
Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds worked on a project in 2010 for the Stellat'en 
First Nation looking at what a person would have to know traditionally about talook. After 
a certain amount of work the two women decided that to truly understand about Stellat'en 
traditional fishing that a person would have to learn the traditional way of life. Both Emma 
Baker and Virginia Reynolds agreed that I could use the information they gathered in this 
thesis as long as I helped them type everything out and they explained their work to me when 
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I interviewed them for my thesis. First of all they worked on the Stellat' en vocabulary that 
are words considered important to know. It would be important to use an anchor which is 
pronounced tse toos'ai in the Stellat'en language. A basket or nynezguz would be used as 
well. So knowing the traditional words for everything would be important because by using 
the language, people would learn culture. In the past, as previously explained, Stellat' en 
used the traditional ways of fishing. In support of that fact Emma Baker and Virginia 
Reynolds point out that in the Stellat'en language K'oondzai or Naneztloo means fish trap 
and Lhenahunugus means weir. 
Traditionally it would be important to know about all the different fish from the 
waters in the Stellat'en territory, because we as Stellat'en traditionally would see everything 
as working together, so a fisher would have to know about all the fish. Of course, as an 
Indigenous thinker myself I know this is very important because we have to see how 
everything works together. Stellat' en have names in our language for all the different fish in 
our territory: Squa Fish - Kusih; Sturgeon - Lhkwetcho; Sucker - Du goos; Trout - Duk 'ai; 
Char-Bet; Chinook- Ges; Dolly Varden -Sahbai; Kokanee - Gest/ah; Ling Cod- Tsintel; 
Ma' Fish - Sus quah; Pea Mouth - Taltsi; Perch -Lhooz; Salmon - Ta/oak; and White Fish -
Lhook. When looking at talook, Stellat' en have to look at all the other fish as well. We 
know that the different types of fish are relevant because they do share the same habitat 
which is connected to all the kinds of fish. These examples show that Stellat'en view ta/oak 
as in relation to its habitat and see the connections. 
One has only to look at the language to see the influence of ta/oak on the culture. 
There are many different words in the Stellat'en language that are used because of the 
importance of ta/oak. The traditional meaning of the word Nahutheh means ta/oak travel 
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again, showing the understanding of the talook's journey and it reinforces the importance of 
knowing about that journey. To spawn is te 'sas in the Stellat' en language and in knowing 
that there is a traditional word for specifically knowing te 'sas tells me that of course the act 
of talook spawning was a focus, which makes sense because Stellakoh are the spawning 
grounds for ta/oak. Understanding more about the Stellat'en language helps us understand 
how expressions can be used to adapt as well. For example, to say weight in the Stellat'en 
language would be tse which means rock. So traditionally Stellat' en would use a rock for a 
weight and now would use the name rock or tse as the name for weight. However, at times 
the language would be more specific because, dahkus means spear and huyooldzel means 
straight spear. The word kahk means oil and knowing this word is important because 
traditionally Stellat'en used salmon oil or talook kahk. All these examples of words from the 
Stellat'en language were brought up by Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds because they are 
words a Stellat'en fisher would need to know and it could be complicated, but at the same 
time connecting the language and knowledge makes complete sense. 
A list of traditional names of water areas from the Stellat' en language has been 
created by Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds describing the Stellat'en traditional territory, 
and the types of fish found there. Although most of the traditional territory of Stellat' en does 
have English names now, it is important to know that the traditional territory of Stellat' en has 
traditional Stellat'en names. Duk 'ai (trout) and dugoos (suckers) reside in Echo Lake or 
Tsoon 'ai Bun. In Francois Lake or Neda Bun people can fish all year round. Fraser Lake or 
Nadleh Bun has all types of fish. The central area of Fraser Lake near the Lejac area is 
named Too Bus Cho where people can fish ta/oak (salmon), Lhkwetcho (sturgeon), lhooz 
(white fish) , and tsintel (ling cod). Bet K 'et is a name for the North side of Fraser Lake 
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where Stellat' en fish for Char. The beginning, or mouth of Stellakoh, is called Tachek in the 
Stellat'en language. The north side of the Endako is called Tat 'at in the Stellat'en language. 
Lquestchos Bunke! (Dry Williams Lake) has trout all year. These, among other water areas, 
were listed by Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds because when people learn the names of 
the waterways and the names of the different types of fish it shows that these areas are 
important to Stellat'en and not only the waterways that are directly connected but the 
waterways that are part of their traditional territories. If something happened to one 
waterway and the fish in that area were impacted it would have some impact on Stellat' en 
talook, because all water connects at some point so we have to remember the importance of 
interconnected knowledge and interconnected waters. Everything growing on Earth was 
used and respected and all human waste was buried - all camps were cleaned. Hide and 
salmon skins made bedding and clothes. All the medicine came from plants and animals. 
People traveled, traded and visited often (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds). 
I remember fishing with my grandmother and she knew what kind of a day it was 
going to be out on the water, ifthere would be lots of talook, and how long it would take us 
to get back, before we even got out on the water. She knew from the behavior of the animals, 
the weather, and watching how everything was working together. I remember the rain 
pouring down and she would tell me there are going to be lots of talook tomorrow and sure 
enough when we got out to check the net there would be plenty of talook. Or she would 
listen to the birds and tell me we have to put the net in and come home fast because it is 
going to get windy and just before getting home the wind would be blowing everything 
around. She did this all the time and she knew these things by paying attention to the 
environment and listening. 
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When looking at talook it is important that people know and understand the way of 
life. Everyone had roles in their communities: people needed midwives to deliver babies, 
and when parents worked on gathering foods the grandparents babysat and helped raise 
children, even the dogs were an important part of life (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds). 
Because of how everyone worked together, a woman with many relatives was preferred and a 
man that was a good hunter and a good worker was preferred (Emma Baker and Virginia 
Reynolds). This required people to be connected with each other and to help one another 
within their own communities and throughout different areas. Seeing talook as a part of the 
collective dynamic would help someone understand why the talook has to be taken care of 
and shared or traded among nations. 
While looking at the traditional way of life we must know as well that, children were 
fed and raised according to their future (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds), which 
essentially means that at a very young age the elders watched the children and saw where 
their strengths were. If someone was good at fishing they would be groomed for that type of 
work within their community. The work needed to support a traditional way of life would 
not leave anyone out. Every job was so important, underground dwellings were heated and 
kept lit with oil, the food was stored in a cache either underground or under the snow, and 
preserved food was stored in oils and dried (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds). These 
examples described show why salmon were important and teaching and learning about talook 
would be so important to people - not only for sustenance but for keeping the community as a 
whole sustainable. 
From the interviewees knowledge about the past certain points stand out as showing 
the importance of talook to Stellat' en. The interviews clearly describe the return of talook as 
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being a celebratory time of year. The return of the talook was very important. The stories 
about teaching sacredness and respect lead to ensuring the return of talook. The description 
of fishing for food and using salmon wisely shows the importance of talook to the traditional 
way of life for Stellat'en. Respecting peoples' boundaries was explained in detail and 
selective fishing shows the sensitive nature Stellat' en have for dealing with talook. There are 
significant examples showing the importance of acknowledging the talook journey. Looking 
further into the Stellat' en language and traditional way oflife expresses the importance of 
connectedness, knowledge, and sharing, to support a traditional way of life. The cultural 
importance placed on teaching and learning about talook literally sustained communities. 
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Chapter Six: The Present 
We have looked at the past to get a better idea of the traditional ways of Stellat' en and 
talook. Now we will take a better look at what changes have taken place over the years up to 
the present, or since the arrival of European settlers in the area that the people interviewed 
recall and what the interviewees find notable in their experiences concerning talook. Clearly 
we know that so much has changed over the years since past traditional ways were strong, 
but even though many people have faced hardships they still hold on to the fishing and 
traditional ways, or at least many of them remember the traditional ways significantly well, 
as we see from all the information previously shared. I needed to know not only what had 
changed the way people fished, and the values people have concerning salmon but, why 
people have continued fishing talook over the years? Do people want to continue fishing for 
talook and has it been important for people to try to keep the traditional ways? In this 
process more questions arose, so looking at the interviews helped me link all these stories 
together and find more answers. 
The government did not want Stellat' en to keep their traditional ways of fishing 
because, "there was lots of salmon all the time but the Europeans they were commercial 
fishing down in the Ocean. That was why the government wanted our people to stop using 
the weir system because they thought that Natives were taking too much salmon and the 
White people down the Coast weren' t getting enough. That was the reason they made it a law 
that Our People couldn't use the weir system anymore" (George George Sr.). People did not 
want to give up their traditional ways of fishing but, "fisheries came along and said we'll 
make a deal with you: every year we will supply all your salmon and around that time they 
said we will supply all your salmon needs from now until eternity - if you allow us to count 
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the salmon up here and you take your weirs down, and as far as I'm concerned that 
agreement was never ever kept" (Mary Casimel). From the comments I heard, Stellat'en 
people are still very unhappy about the Barricade Agreement which was enforced by the 
government to stop Stellat' en from using traditional fishing methods. 
Many people explained the weir system as a good way to fish, and why would people 
want to change a good practice? George George Sr. explained that the Barricade Agreement 
was made because, 
"In 1911 the Government of Canada didn't want the Natives to fish by the 
weir system anymore. So they signed a treaty with the First Nations people, 
that the people stop doing the weir system to do their fishing. There were 
three people who signed: one from Stellaquo, one from Nadleh and one from 
Stoney Creek. The government promised these people some things that they 
never kept. What I mean is they never kept their promise to give the First 
Nations people the things that they said they would give them. One of the 
things - the Priest, the Catholic Priest at that time was very instrumental in 
this treaty being signed. One of the things that the Priest of that day asked the 
First Nations people to ask for was a school. What they called an industrial 
school. So the First Nations people asked for that. There was one built at 
Lejac. That's an industrial school. Some other things they promised they 
never came through with are: they promised farming machinery. They didn't 
give every family farming machinery but, they gave a plow, mowing machine 
and stuff like that, a hay rake ... to the village. They gave one and people used 
it when they needed it. Anybody could use it when they needed it. The 
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government promised a lot of this when our people stopped using the weir 
system but they never kept it up. They didn't keep their promises". 
In a nutshell that was the Barricade Agreement so articulately explained by George George 
Sr. in his interview. Hearing how fresh such things as the Barricade Agreement were and 
how this was still kept in the stories people had to share was astounding. 
Not only did the government refrain from following through with their promises but, 
the promises that they did keep were not what they were cracked up to be. People were told 
they would receive nets for fishing so they wouldn't need the weir. George George Sr. 
explains that people at first received some nets that were the wrong size for salmon. So the 
people could not catch salmon with the nets. As a result of the faulty nets given to them 
many people faced near starvation without their main sustenance which was talook. On other 
occasions people were given spools of net twine to make nets a little at a time. So sometimes 
people would have to wait years to get enough spools of net twine to make an actual net 
and/or they could put their spools together with other families to make a net together. 
George George Sr. remembers his mother going through these difficult times, and hearing 
about it from family who over the years resided in the communities of Stellaquo, Nadleh and 
Saik'uz, increases my compassion for Stellat'en and the obstacles they have overcome. 
I found the resilience of Stellat'en mesmerizing, considering the efforts that have 
been put in over the years to continue fishing talook. Making the nets from spools required a 
significant amount of patience and painstaking effort to produce (George George Sr.). But 
some people did have a knack for this type of work. Archie Patrick recalls Mary John from 
Saik'uz showing him how to make a net from twine. Gary Michell explained that later on 
people were given cut out nets a certain length and size that could be fixed with twine and 
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mended as well. People would often take their nets to the late Bernie Ketlo or Marie Adams 
from Stellaquo who were also gifted in the craft of netting at the time. Due to the amount of 
effort taken to produce the nets people would treasure their nets. They had homemade floats 
made from wood called dolulh and tse meaning specific rocks used for fishing. All these 
skills were perfected and passed on over the years. The nets were treasured. 
More rules followed. George George Sr. explains that, "a Government Fishing 
Officer would come around and they'd designate areas where our people could set net, and it 
was strictly enforced so that they don't set net any other place except where this fishing 
officer told them." Some of the compliance with the Government Fishing Officers resulted 
from not only the fear of getting nets taken away, but our own beliefs in respecting 
boundaries as well. Gary Michell explained that when people had to change fishing areas, 
"they just moved on their own. There was no argument, nothing, they just moved." 
Respectfully people were not very confrontational. They made efforts to keep the peace, as 
was traditional, until someone would figure out that something was not right and correct that 
mistake. More stories shed more light on these oppressive tactics used to have power over 
Stellat'en and talook, but even more so the stories express strength. 
Needless to say getting nets taken away was a great fear. Gary Michell explained that 
people were only allowed to fish on certain days. People had to have a permit to fish: "it 
was green and the other one was pink and if we didn't have that paper we'd get our net taken. 
That's how it was. And another one was not to fish the river and nobody did. Because they 
had these old red signs saying something like you're not allowed to pass and people they 
stayed in their area. And they didn't break the law. But that paper they would ask for it eh. 
That was a permit" (Gary Michell). If people lost their nets it would be a great loss to their 
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entire family and community, so people listened and continued fishing talook. Hearing some 
of the stories became frustrating for me. How could these people get their nets taken away? 
This does not seem fair at all. People know it was not fair. In their stories people know the 
regulations put on talook and Stellat'en were and are not right. 
As years went by people did not like the changes and eventually people would object 
to the ways of the government and a few things were highly protested out of concern for 
talook. Gary Michell explained that people did not agree in tagging talook because, "they 
didn't like to see them tags going through them and they often received no answers to their 
complaints." This would be understandable, since the traditional Stellat' en way of fishing 
did not require Stellat'en to puncture or bruise talook. Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds 
explained that methods used traditionally did not damage talook, and fishing methods where 
people are unable to choose which fish to harvest and cause fish unnecessary harm are not 
traditional methods. The new fishing methods never really made sense to the people, 
because even as a child, I myself, remember my grandmother, Angeline Patrick, complaining 
about catching things she didn't want to catch in her net, like maybe a duck or a different 
kind of fish. The people worked with what they had and made the best of the options they 
were given. 
Much like in the past, Rita Luggi told me about working for fisheries and explains 
that when she worked for fisheries they never did tag talook. But Rita says that she knows 
they have been tagging talook recently. People still do not like the idea of tagging the 
salmon because it seems unnecessary to puncture the salmon when they are ready to spawn. 
I went down to see the process where some talook were being tagged and it would be people 
working for Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) taking the talook and putting a tag 
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through them to keep track of which ones had been counted. The Stellat' en understand that 
our talook have undergone a great journey and will spawn in Stellakoh. Really the most 
important thing is making sure the talook are able to spawn, not counting the salmon. There 
are better ways to count fish and in Stellakoh, for the most part, they use a fence to block fish 
so they can count them. 
Concerns from the past resurrect in the present because people have not addressed 
concerns for talook made by Stellat'en to authorities over the years. Mary Nooski 
remembers the weir because, "that's what we used to use but they wouldn't let us do that 
anymore: the fisheries , they always watch what we do and they tell us not to over catch -
pretty soon I guess we will have to go to the grocery store to get salmon - it' s coming to 
that." Furthermore Mary Nooski said: "The DFO come and they always count fish and they 
say: you guys catch too much fish. I said 'you tell the net that.' I told him we can't help 
what we catch in our nets." In describing her experience with DFO Mary Nooski said: 
"Then he said 'Are you selling your salmon? ' I said, "NO!" In her frustration Mary Nooski 
explained that, "It was hard- it was a lot of work." Because making use of talook remained 
an important part of Mary Nooski ' s life over the years and she was fishing for sustenance and 
not for any type of financial profits, she stated that, "now you can see there is barely anything 
left" and through her memories she noted that, "in those days there was a lot of everything." 
Like so many other people, myself included, Mary Nooski's concerns come from concern for 
an important part of Stellat' en culture, not an interest in making money. 
The traditional ways of fishing were the best. That is how they used to fish, because 
"Everyone was looked after, it was easier, it was more manageable" (Gary Michell). So 
when the authority, whose name changes from story to story: Government of Fisheries to 
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Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Fish Warden, and so on, people definitely knew there 
was an authority over Stellat'en and talook, but the exact name of that authority seemed to 
change over the years. Archie Patrick explains that, "they call them Fish Comish, that's Fish 
Commissioner, and ya they were despised. No business telling us where to fish we've been 
doing this for years, but they would enforce it. Well mom you know - your grandmother -
was particularly offended by them. But it made working hard. You had to work longer 
hours. To do the same thing. You know we needed so many fish to put away for the winter 
and if you didn't get that you could be facing some serious problems in the winter." From 
the stories told by interviewees about the authority, I am amazed at the determination 
Stellat' en have shown over the years to cooperate with authorities so that they could continue 
fishing for talook. From listening to their stories I know Stellat'en do not want their 
struggles to be forgotten. 
Many of the people interviewed, namely George George Sr., Gary Michell, Robert 
Luggi, and Archie Patrick, recalled a time in the early 1900's when the railway was being 
built by Hells Gate on the Fraser River and they were doing blasting. This was often spoken 
of because during this period there were no talook. Archie Patrick stated that, "This must 
have been a terrible time for our people." But the railway was only the beginning of 
industries' mark on Stellat' en talook. It is very difficult to pinpoint exactly what industry 
impacts which river, because really all impacts carry a long way. Now there are so many 
different things impacting the waterways it would be difficult to pinpoint just one, but many 
of our elders can distinctly remember the first major impacts to the waterways and how 
devastating those impacts were to the Stellat'en. 
All interviewees brought up industry as a main concern. The Endako River was at 
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one time a place where Stellat' en collected drinking water and could harvest Spring Salmon, 
but "Since the dam- the Nechako dam went in - the rivers been dirty- Nechako River" 
(George George Sr.). The Nechako Dam changed all the waterways greatly and Josephine 
Carter remembers at a very young age the water rising. At the time there was unrest in the 
community and people were afraid, wondering what they were going to do. At the time 
Mary Casimel was living with her family at Ootsa Lake and recalls everyone being under 
duress, stating: "I remember them all crying around saying 'there aren't going to be any fish 
left.' " My elder, Rita Luggi, often tells me stories about packing water from the Endako 
River and looking at the Endako River now I can hardly believe that the Endako River was at 
one time drinking water for the community of Stellaquo. We can see how some rivers along 
the system end up being more damaged than others. 
Although the Nechako Dam has done harm to the waterways around Stellakoh and it 
was the topic related to industry most discussed by participants, there were several more 
concerns regarding industry. Mary Nooski said that, "So many of our elders die of cancer, 
that's what scares me, the Endako Mines and that garbage water there are a lot of things that 
go on - it makes me wonder how long is our salmon going to last?" Endako mine is the 
closest industry to Stellaquo and people can clearly see this industry having a large impact on 
the waterways. Gary Michell explained that water temperature changes and such have a 
large impact on the talook, because "the eggs might not come to be" and, "they call it stah be 
ah whudulthni (the fish are rushing) - they start to move anyway when the temperature drop 
that's when they just started to go then, as soon as it went back to warm they headed back 
down the whole fleet. " Gary Michell further explained that, "they were holding out there 
that's where the cold water is - that's why." Through discussion with the elders it was clear 
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that pollution and temperature changes caused to the waterways create a risk so that 
Stellat'en might lose an important part of their lives. The ta/oak would either get 
contaminated and/or not return to the Stellakoh River to spawn, and of course should the 
ta/oak not spawn we would be concerned about the survival of the eggs of the salmon right 
through to the returning of that ta/oak to spawn again. 
People have seen the many changes over the years and concerns about recent changes 
in the environment have changed the way Stellat'en are able to look at ta/oak. These changes 
have impacted Stellat' en and ta/oak negatively. On the northwest side of Fraser Lake there is 
a float plane landing base and Mary Casimel explains that, in the area where the planes land 
now, people used to sit up there and watch for the salmon, because they would go to that side 
of the lake before going into the river. So there are places that Stellat' en occupied at one 
time for ta/oak and we no longer have access to those areas. This is a huge loss for our 
community. I remember driving by the west side of the Stellakoh River with my 
grandmother and she said "This is where I used to camp, we all camped there." The area we 
drove through is a resort where people from all over the world go to fish and camp. These 
stories show how recent the loss of territory for Stellat' en is. These changes not only 
impaired people's ability to fish ta/oak, but these changes hurt the Stellat'en as well. 
Other changes that have impacted ta/oak are very real for Stellat' en too. Mary 
Nooski explained that, "People are raising fish and wild salmon are the best to have. 
Someone gave me six this summer and out of six I kept three because they had lice in them. 
It's really bad." Mary Nooski also asked me: "What happens when the water gets too 
warm?" Gary Michell also explained that there are more weeds growing in the water and 
expressed concern for the salmon's habitat. These are things that people feel they have no 
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real power over but they need to be expressed, because it shows the concerns people have 
over these changes. These expressions of concern show that work needs to be done to ensure 
the health of the talook so it can be sustained. 
Concern for the health of the habitat was brought up many times. Stellat'en explained 
that, "There was no garbage dump and no sewage poured into lakes and rivers" (Emma 
Baker and Virginia Reynolds). More work needs to be done to protect the habitat and in 
understanding the connectedness of the environment. The dependence Stellat'en and talook 
have on the environment shows how people can see the impacts from so many different 
areas. Neil Heron has worked with talook for many years and notices that counting talook is 
not enough because, 
"the fishery crashed in 2009- that's when they were expecting tens of millions of fish 
to go back in the river and I think it ended up in the three million fish range. We had 
over one hundred thousand fish in the Stellakoh, eighty-six thousand went back to the 
early Stuart. But scientifically all the fish have died. The Fraser was warm, the 
Nechako was around twenty degrees and the Stellakoh was twenty-four degrees when 
the sockeye started coming back into the Stellakoh, every river was low, every river 
was warm." 
These conditions are not acceptable and the impacts on the habitat of talook must be noted 
and the talook must be protected. 
Considering that there are more people and industries working in our traditional 
territory, Stellat'en needs 'authorities' to really look at what is impacting talook and help 
Stellat'en ensure that the talook return. Although people did trade talook in the past, people 
do not care much for selling salmon because, as Mary Nooski said, "God had a reason to 
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give it to us to eat- it's not right to abuse stuff like that, it is so bad that's why those things 
we were talking about, they're all gone." Stellat'en do not want to lose talook. Margret 
Nooski explained that sometimes people buy salmon if they can't do it themselves, but not 
very much, and that is different than selling too much. Things have changed so much over 
the years due to the authorities from the colonial government, but after all the experiences 
people have had, it is clear to me that Stellat' en still want to have healthy talook. They want 
to fish traditionally, as they have always strived for throughout the years, fighting to hang on 
to what little they had, never asking for more than what they needed. 
Stellat' en hold onto their traditional values and beliefs despite the rules and 
regulations they have had to follow. Many of the values and beliefs were taught to remind 
people the importance of the talook. Mary Nooski told about her experience fishing talook 
stating: "As far back as I can remember, I was ten years old and I come back for summer 
holidays that's when I used to go fishing. Even ifl just drop one fish they would get mad at 
me. My aunt would say to me 'It is very sacred. You're not supposed to throw it around and 
you're not supposed to kick it or step on its head. Use a stick to kill it. Hit it on the head.' 
One time I accidently stepped on it, boy did she get mad at me." Rita Luggi said, "When 
Mom was able to walk we used to make three different trips for dry salmon like strips and all 
that. You're not supposed to throw away even one thing from the salmon because it's all 
edible." These stories tell me that the values and beliefs of Stellat' en concerning talook are 
still being taught in our community. 
The experience of fishing in Stellakoh was expressed by everyone as a very joyful 
time. In all the interviews people would light up when they started talking about their 
experiences of fishing for talook. Many people explained in detail the different areas people 
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fished. Mary Nooski remembered setting net in the northwest area of Fraser Lake. Rita 
Luggi remembers that, "the salmon used to come from Nadleh and the salmon would come 
down here (North side of Fraser Lake) and around the shore. Then they used to set net 
around the lake, Fraser Lake. And down by the steel bridge that's where they used to set 
net." Gary Michell remembers that before areas were designated, his elders had fishing 
stations around the Stellakoh River, one elder Old Luggi still used a cottonwood dugout 
canoe and after the nets came they respected it - everyone was happy talking and working 
with talook, even though it was a little more dangerous to fish in the designated areas. 
Some people interviewed expressed the importance of helping. Gary Michell recalls 
men going around and helping everyone fishing by making ujooh (long sticks for hanging 
salmon) for people, bringing boats around for elders, putting the net sticks in for people to 
hold the net, and he noted the memory of it always being very clean. I remember my mother, 
my aunties, and friends helping my grandmother fish. Rita Luggi and Mary Nooski helped 
my grandmother fish for talook and they both recall other people coming to help pack the 
salmon. The people who helped were even referred to as leezas (angels) to help when you 
are doing such strenuous work. To some extent the aspect of working together as a 
community held on over the years. I know that we have a smokehouse in our community 
now and when people have to do the work all by themselves it becomes very difficult, but 
when everyone chips in that makes everything much easier and more enjoyable to support 
each other in our efforts. 
Archie Patrick tells about his memories of people fishing for talook with great 
excitement as well. 
"One of my first experiences is seeing my grandmother and mother cleaning salmon 
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on the banks of the mouth of the Stellakoh River. Those things were almost as big as 
me at that time I saw them cleaning, cutting and making the salmon. YES it was the 
best of times - there always was a lot of laughter. I saw them do all the different 
things - you know they would make - I guess a half dry - they would clean it and take 
the head off and a hole through the tail and use the tail to hang it and then they would 
take that and make the fully dried salmon. Y ah the whole time people were busy but 
the feasts - the lunch would be salmon cooked in different ways and suppertime we 
would have salmon in a different way. That came around the same time as the berries 
and berries were plentiful so we would have berries as a dessert. Salmon you know 
rice and salmon that was my favorite and that was when I was really young. I liked it 
- I wasn' t crazy about it but as I grew older I grew fonder and fonder and fonder of it. 
Yeah it was a wonderful time. I was sad because my grandmother wasn' t able to help 
my mother anymore at a certain point so she stayed home and it was just mom and I. 
You know I wasn' t that big so I was more of a hindrance than a help a couple times." 
These experiences are what keeps people together and are often overlooked when discussing 
talook because the health and habitat are so important, but the experience of fishing has been 
a great experience for Stellat'en, especially when people do the work together. 
In their experiences people remember it being easier to catch talook. Gary Michell 
said, "We used to get a high salmon count eh. Did they tell you that? Like I go back to 
1963-64 salmon caught used to be 130-150 and I used to sit in front of the boat while Marie 
was net fishing. That time we didn't have to go fishing for long periods of time to get winter 
supply because there was plenty, plenty salmon at that time. Like I said Marie enjoyed 
catching her fish." 
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Archie Patrick stated as well that, "Well at the very beginning when I was a little kid, 
when I first saw them it seems to me there was ah well you set your net and you got 20, 30, 
40 ... and you did 3 or 4 nights and then there was too much fish to deal with so you didn't do 
any for another 3 or 4 nights. It seems to me it was a lot more plentiful in those days. And I 
know as time went on - when I was older working- they became less and less and less". For 
the elders now they can see the drastic changes that have happened to the populations of 
talook. 
"Fishing season was a time when there was always something to do and mom used to 
love fishing, you had to pull the net out and clean the fish ... " (Neil Heron). "We used it for 
winter so we had to half-dry it, dry it, you have a smokehouse so you keep the fire going, 
poplar was the best wood to use, can it and we didn't have a deep freeze so we had to leave 
everything in a root cellar. Sometimes we used to make salt salmon: first you put the course 
salt on the bottom then you layer the salmon with salt in a bucket then clean it off and cook it 
or dry it - everything was used but what is left over can be left for crows or put back in the 
water that way nothing is wasted" (Rita Luggi). "Salmon still has so much importance to 
Stellat' en because, if we talk about famine as an alternative we always thank the Almighty 
for salmon and for allowing us to eat so then when we get this long cold winter that we get in 
Stellaquo we know that we need the salmon to survive" (Archie Patrick). Although 
accessing talook requires plenty of work and effort, Stellat' en respectfully cherish their 
ability to still have talook in Stellakoh. 
When discussing the situation arising from changes since European settlers arrived in 
the Stellat'en territory, everyone expressed their displeasure with Fisheries authorities and 
the lack of upkeep concerning the Barricade Agreement. The Department of Fisheries and 
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Oceans impacted how Stellat'en fished for ta/oak to the point where it was almost 
impossible. But holding onto their strong beliefs and values Stellat'en were able to continue 
fishing. Industry started impacting ta/oak in very big ways right from the start and Stellat' en 
expressed that their concerns were not listened to. Concerns about the health of ta/oak and 
their habitat weigh heavily on Stellat' en. However, despite oppression from authorities, 
Stellat'en fished in their traditional territory: respecting boundaries, helping one another, 
making good memorable experiences and working together. 
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Chapter Seven: The Future 
All the interviewees stated that yes the Stellat' en should be looking after talook. As 
Mary Nooski states, "We are responsible for the salmon." After looking at the history of 
Stellat'en and talook and then hearing how well the Stellat'en cared for talook over the years, 
all this information collected helps me to see how it can be used to point out the main areas 
of how Stellat'en can care for talook in the future. The oppressive authorities have to realize 
that talook are important to Stellat' en, so Stellat' en need fisheries authorities to work with 
them to ensure the salmon return. Industry has to start listening to the Stellat'en so that they 
have less of an impact on talook. People living in the traditional territory have to work with 
Stellat' en as well, so that the habitat of talook can be protected. Stellat' en traditional beliefs 
and values have to be considered under all circumstances so that people learn and understand 
why the talook are so important. The rights that Stellat' en have to fish must be 
acknowledged as well, so that authorities understand that Stellat' en need to protect their 
rights to fish by caring for talook now and in the future. 
The first major point brought out in the interviews is that when the talook first 
returned to the area there would be a big celebration because the talook returned. Stellat' en 
have already restarted this celebration to some extent since 2010, when the first modem 
salmon festival started. Now every year the Stellat'en have come together to celebrate 
talook. Although the salmon festival does not always land on the day the talook return, due 
to the need for significant planning and the inability to predict nature and then having to 
notify everyone so they have time to prepare, for the most part I believe the Stellat' en are on 
the right track by having the salmon festival. From the beginning there has been a ceremony 
to pray for talook and thank the Creator that the talook has returned to spawn in Stellakoh. 
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After the ceremony, festivities carry on with some modem input, but all in all the salmon 
festival gives everyone a good sense of how important talook are to the Stellat'en. 
The salmon festival is a spiritual expression because it shows how much Stellat'en 
care for talook. People love the ceremony to pray for the salmon and at the most recent 
salmon festival Mary Casimel came out to return the talook bones back to the river and 
talked to everyone about the significance of that practice. As a nation, we have to have that 
great expression of appreciation for talook, to show that our intentions are good. We 
celebrate the return of the talook together collectively. This teaches our youth that talook are 
important and sacred. Furthermore, people come out and volunteer to make sure the salmon 
festival will be a success. It would not be successful if people were not involved. By being 
involved it shows that Stellat' en believe in the value of expressing our appreciation for 
talook. 
The next step will be that traditional stories have to be shared with Stellat' en and the 
general public, so that people will understand the sacredness talook have to the Stellat' en 
people. Archie Patrick, who is now the current Chief of Stellat'en First Nation, states that 
"We now have computers and communications that we could have going from here down to 
the ocean so we could do our share in whatever is necessary to maintain the salmon." Chief 
Archie Patrick makes a good point that we do not have to restrict teachings to our own 
community, but they can be taught and learned by people possibly through the Stellat'en First 
Nation website. The beliefremains that if we disrespect talook we will starve. So talook 
must be treated with great importance as an assurance of our survival as Stellat'en. Looking 
at talook as sustenance the Stellat' en have good traditional stories and the beliefs from these 
very ancient stories are important to teach people the lessons about life. 
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When people learn about the sacredness of talook they will better understand why 
showing respect for talook has such great importance to Stellat' en, not only when fishing, but 
after the talook has been prepared as well. Mary Casimel explained that you don't only have 
to show respect for the salmon, but you have to show respect for the boat, the net and 
everything you use. I believe the practice of respect, for the most part, has survived in the 
Stellat' en culture because it was discussed at length in the interviews. Everyone needs to 
care for talook a bit more, because in reality the stocks are getting very low for everyone. 
Neil Heron said "The government knows that salmon counts are very low." But knowing 
that salmon counts are low is not good enough. Stellat' en must spread their teachings in 
hopes that everyone will learn how to better respect the talook. Stellat'en know that people 
have to be taught this lesson because they have stories about it in the Oral History. 
With the proper teachings, people will be able to ensure the return of the talook, but 
the teachings have to be followed and reinforced. First of all, people have to know about the 
journey of talook from a Stellat'en perspective. We see talook spawn, we know the salmon 
travel from Stellakoh to Yah Too (Ocean: where the water meets the sky) and when talook 
are ready to spawn they return to Stellakoh, which is the time that talook kcoon ziya uja 
(spawn - fish eggs are all gone). Understanding this journey will help people relate to 
salmon. Understanding not only the resilience of talook, but the resilience of Stellat'en as 
well, as people who have made every effort to continue working with talook throughout the 
years, is important. In knowing the journey of talook, people will better understand the 
importance of ensuring that talook must return. Their journey does not end in the ocean, they 
have to travel all the way back to their spawning beds to ensure that the species of talook 
survives. 
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Some specific teachings need to be pointed to about handling talook. Mary Casimel 
explained that, "you have to share and give happily, you don't put malice in it, because you 
will make someone sick." This is a good way to describe handling talook with good 
intentions through the Stellat'en values and beliefs. In the Stellat'en way everything has to 
be done respectfully, that means people do not play with talook, people do not waste talook 
and people must treat talook with care. Some of the examples given were not to drop the 
talook on the ground, not to step on the talook and not to let the talook waste or rot. These 
are very simple examples that teach people how to show respect. These teaching are good 
for conservational reasons. All entities concerned with talook must improve their standards, 
because looking at talook as a valuable indicator to our survival makes people care more and 
be more considerate of their actions. Authorities must pay special attention to entities who 
interact with talook to ensure that talook are not negatively impacted. 
There are a few practices that will interfere with traditional Stellat'en values and 
beliefs. For example, one that has been brought up many times in the interviews is tagging 
talook. Stellat'en see tagging as an unnecessary harm to talook. Another practice that would 
go against Stellat' en traditional values would be the catch and release form of fishing, 
because people who catch and release are causing undue harm to the salmon and they are not 
fishing for food. Many of the interviewees mentioned that Stellat' en fish for food. So when 
someone is practicing catch and release methods, although many people see catch and release 
as a good form of fishing, to the Stellat' en catch and release violates two strong values in the 
Stellat' en traditional culture. The traditional form of fishing for talook did not cause undue 
harm to the salmon and was a means to provide sustenance to the community. It was done 
with respect. 
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We as Stellat'en have to preserve our traditional ways concerning salmon, because 
the traditional ways were and are good ways that were good for the talook as well. It has 
been stated that the traditional Stellat' en way to fish talook was the best: it was a selective 
way to fish and did not harm the Talook. We must also remember that the Stellat'en 
perfected the 'net' form of fishing talook when the barricades and fish traps were outlawed. 
Firstly, some education must be done and everyone should know about the Barricade Treaty 
and how that caused hardship on Stellat' en. We must recognize as well the great resilience 
Stellat'en exemplified through working with the rules and regulations they were forced to 
follow from government authorities. Secondly, Stellat'en have to use the forms of fishing 
talook that are the most selective and cause the least amount of harm for the talook - possibly 
returning to the weir/trap system. Thirdly, the government authorities must look into 
working with Stellat' en rather than oppressing Stellat' en. 
Culturally, the Stellat'en respect individual boundaries. We do not infringe upon 
each other's business, however, Stellat'en do need to work with fisheries authorities to help 
improve the state of talook. Concerns of Stellat' en involve industry and basically anything 
that has an impact on the salmon. Everything has to be regulated to protect the salmon and 
the salmon habitat. Counting salmon tells us how many salmon there are, but we need to 
start looking at the health of the habitat and the health of the salmon. All fishers of talook 
have to be regulated as well "Because they are over fished in the river coming up and in the 
ocean by commercial fisheries" (Neil Heron). People should not be able to fish talook to the 
point of extinction and from what the interviewees expressed we know that all bodies of 
water must be regulated as well. Every entity and/or practice that impacts water negatively 
must be eliminated, and high standards have to be set so that talook have a healthy habitat. 
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Stellat' en need peace of mind that the talook are good for human consumption. 
Concerns about industry include the health of the salmon. We need talook to be tested for 
what has been referred to as contamination. This is one way that Stellat'en need the 
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) to help. DFO should know the health of every 
species in the waters and most importantly the health of talook. People need to know and 
have access to this information. After talking to the current government authorities over 
fishing, namely DFO at the Stellat'en First Nation hall on August 20, 2015, they explained 
that although DFO will assist in any way possible to get talook tested, their mandate is not to 
test talook for human consumption and that possibly Health Canada or the First Nations 
Health Authority would be able to do the testing. For the Stellat'en First Nation we will 
continue to work towards having Stellat' en talook tested. 
Stellat'en cannot lose their right to fish, because in all the interviews I saw Stellat'en 
peoples' eyes light up, their voices rise and their joy expressed when they talked about 
fishing for talook. The majority of Stellat' en grew up fishing. They were taught the values, 
beliefs and they have lived it. Stellat' en love being able to preserve talook. The Stellat' en 
First Nation Social Development Department started the community Slenyah, meaning 
Smokehouse, in 2012. Every year since the Slenyah started it has been getting bigger and 
bigger. People from the Stellaquo community love going to the Slenyah and helping dry 
salmon for elders and the salmon festival. We have to encourage these positive activities in 
our Stellaquo community. More work needs to be done on ensuring that Stellat'en make use 
of all parts of the talook as was done in the past, but the amount of time and effort it takes at 
times is a challenge. Still, Stellat' en keep working to have talook as a part of our lives. 
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Since moving back to my community in 2010 to work on my research, I have been 
working in the community and actively promoting traditional activities. By working with my 
own family and the entire community, encouraging people was not difficult. I found that 
most people were right on board with everything. During this time I have never had to do 
everything myself because Stellat' en will step right in and work with me to try to have a 
ceremony for talook, find resources to build a community slenyah, and get salmon for the 
salmon festival. Juanita Heron accessed funding to build the slenyah and volunteered to 
organize the last salmon festival. Many people volunteered to help her. The list goes on and 
people are more than happy to be involved. Every year that we have celebrated the Salmon 
Festival people from outside of our community have come to participate. We have gotten in 
the habit of returning the bones to the river and in the salmon ceremony people have come 
out in the morning to the Stellakoh River to pray for the talook. So I believe that Stellat' en 
will definitely continue caring for talook now and in the future. 
We need to find ways to start learning the traditional language when we are working 
with talook. The elders tell us over and over again that if we knew the language things would 
be better and easier to understand. Right now, learning the language is very difficult for us, 
but with more time I am sure we can accomplish that goal. When we learn the language with 
meaning and connections, this process will help us solidify our traditional knowledge about 
ta/oak. Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds have translated all the names of the different 
types of fish and plants, plus concepts about salmon, so we have some tools to work with. 
We are learning to modernize some aspects when working with talook. The youth have been 
excited to learn, but we know that it takes a great amount of energy to work in our daily lives 
and try to keep up to the work required for our traditional lives. 
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The more opportunities Stellat' en have to practice, learn and teach their traditional 
culture and language, the better. Trying our best to practice our teachings about talook in our 
daily lives helps us to be better people and strengthens our spirituality, values and belief 
systems. We need to always remember to be respectful and secure good relationships by 
reaching out to people who can help us ensure the return of talook to Stellakoh. The 
relationships are important because the health of Stellakoh and talook depend on so many 
different entities that could have positive or negative impacts on our environment. We have 
to keep listening to our environment so that we know what to expect. Stellat' en have to be 
prepared for a time when we fully regain our language, our culture and our entire way of life. 
Learning from our elders, we have to keep working with what we have and making the best 
of what we have with joy in our hearts. 
Something new will be starting to teach other nations about our culture. Stellat'en 
have to make this effort so that people will better understand our point of view. Other people 
cannot tell our stories for us. We have to tell our own stories. We have to teach our own 
language and culture. So many times in my life I have been faced with people who just do 
not understand why talook are so important to Stellat' en. They do not know why anything 
even concerns us. So we have to make that extra effort to share our stories and educate the 
public about our history. The Barricade Treaty and the obstacles people survived need to be 
common knowledge. We cannot forget to explain and to always make the point that 
oppression was not right and should always be avoided. We do not want future generations 
to have to struggle with oppressive authorities in the future when they are fishing for talook. 
Stellat' en are responsible for talook. Who cares for Stellakoh talook more than 
Stellat'en? Not very many people I know care as much as Stellat'en do for talook when 
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looking at the general public. If anyone does care for Stellakoh talook as much as Stellat' en, 
they can come and help us. All the traditional ways for working with talook must be 
acknowledged. We should use up-to-date tools to work with talook as long as they follow 
our beliefs and values concerning talook. We should discourage practices that stray from our 
traditional values and beliefs, because Stellat' en traditional values and beliefs ensured the 
return of talook for centuries. Gary Michell when discussing stories from the elders 
explained: "now we should tell the new generation the stories that they told us and where 
they fished and what you're doing - put it all together and say this is the way they did it. 
Because Stellaquo and Nadleh - it will show we were one at one time and we did things 
similar. For the new generation that' s the one they got to learn." Nadleh share our waterway 
and the health of our talook is the health of their talook, so we have to work together and 
future generations will have to work with our neighboring community ofNadleh as well. 
From the interviews it is clear that the Stellat' en world view on talook revolves 
around respecting and caring for talook. By sharing their own oral history, knowledge and 
lived experience the interviewees give a good understanding that talook are important to 
Stellat' en. The main points brought up in the discussion about Stellakoh talook and 
Stellat' en are: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Emphasis was put on the return of the talook. 
There was a spiritual context to celebrating the return of the Ta look so we Pray that 
the talook will return plentifully and we return salmon bones to the water. 
Starvation could be a consequence if you are disrespectful to talook. 
Do not play with your food . 
Handle talook with care . 
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• Do not waste talook. 
• Talook is sustenance - fish for food. 
• Make use of every part of the talook. 
• Selective harvesting is a good way to fish talook. 
• Stellat'en traditional expressions show an understanding about the journey of talook. 
• It is important for Stellat'en to see cultural connections in the language and learn the 
language. Which is why I used the word talook in this research as much as possible 
so people learn that talook means salmon. 
• It is important for Stellat' en to understand the connections between animals and 
habitat when looking at talook, because when one is impacted the other will be as 
well. 
• Paying attention to the environment and its inhabitants will promote respect for 
everything. 
• Everyone has roles and everyone needs to work together. 
• Watch children and see their strengths so that if they are gifted in fishing they can be 
taught well and raised to work with talook. 
• 
• 
Learn to preserve talook traditionally . 
Remember the resilience Stellat' en have shown throughout the oppression from the 
Barricade Treaty. 
• Remember the strength Stellat' en have proven by continuing to fish talook throughout 
• 
• 
the oppression of the Department of Fisheries and Oceans. 
Talook should not be harmed unnecessarily . 
Stellat' en know that talook numbers have been getting less and less . 
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• There is change in the water. 
• Ta look will not return to Stellakoh if the habitat is polluted. 
• Stellat'en do not over harvest and not all interviewees agreed on selling talook. 
• Stellat' en must hang onto traditional values and beliefs that help us ensure the return 
of talook. 
• All the interviewees had good experiences when working with talook. 
• Talook should be shared with good intentions and even the tools for catching talook 
such as nets must be respected. 
• When working with talook Stellat' en must help each other to be prepared. 
Helping people understand the Stellat'en worldview concerning talook encourages 
respect for talook and will help people understand why talook are so important to 
Stellat'en. In the interviews people expressed that Stellat'en are responsible for Stellakoh 
talook. 
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion 
The ultimate goal of this research has been to gather as much information and 
knowledge about Stellat' en and ta/oak as possible and then to bring all the information from 
the research and the interviews together, so that the research creatively tells a story that will 
ultimately enlighten people about the importance of ta/oak to Stellat' en. All the information 
used in the study from knowledge holders has been consented to by each individual 
interviewed. Similarities and differences have been measured with respectful subjectivity. 
The story assembled has been considered chronologically so the lessons from the story will 
be useful in the future. The literature covered does show the importance of the relationship 
between First Nations people in BC and ta/oak. Focusing on the importance of ta/oak to 
Stellat' en reinforces the importance of a healthy relationship between people and ta/oak that 
will encourage people to build strong relationships with ta/oak and recognize why ta/oak are 
so important to Stellat'en. The Stellat'en need to have a self-regulatory opportunity to 
sustain ta/oak now and in the future. 
The traditional ways of Stellat' en have to be learned and taught consistently. Beliefs 
and values about respect need to be acknowledged through stories, with reinforcement such 
as not playing with ta/oak and not wasting ta/oak. All the interviewees explained that they 
were taught to be respectful from a very young age. Traditionally if ta/oak were not 
respected the alternative would be death and/or losing ta/oak. If people practice valuing 
ta/oak as sacred, respecting ta/oak, celebrating the return of ta/oak, this will ensure the return 
of talook. That is how Stellat' en show people how to care for talook. 
When talook return to Stellakoh there should be a celebration. Stellat' en know the 
ta/oak will return when they start traveling to the Nadleh River from the Nechako River. The 
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salmon festival is a good start and must continue to encourage Stellat' en to pray for the 
talook, tell traditional stories about the salmon and celebrate the talook. As time goes on, 
with consistency, the traditional ways of Stellat' en will get stronger and stronger with the 
Salmon Festival. The Salmon Festival brings out people who care about salmon, so 
Stellat' en will be able to work with other people to take responsibility for the health of 
talook. Everyone brought up good experiences when working with talook, so having the 
Salmon Festival will encourage people to work well with talook. Stellat'en have to promote 
the fact that talook are important to Stellat'en, to other First Nations and to DFO. 
The Slenyah (smokehouse) has to be promoted and used as a tool to teach traditional 
practices for preserving talook. The interviewees all remembered the experience of fishing 
for talook and working with talook as a good experience, so having the community slenyah 
will help create good experiences for Stellat'en about talook. One goal must be for Stellat'en 
to teach and learn the language at the smokehouse. Interviewees provided translations for 
language that would need to be used when working with talook. Language can be used to 
help us understand the journey of talook from Stellakoh to the ocean and back to Stellakoh 
again to spawn. Since the slenyah started, Stellat'en have gotten involved and enjoy 
participating in slenyah activities, so it will be an exciting place to learn more about talook 
and the language. 
People have to be educated about the oppression Stellat' en survived from fisheries 
authorities over the years. People need to know about the Barricade Agreement, the broken 
promises and the strict regulations that could result in losing their nets. People need to know 
how difficult the nets were to make. People need to know that Stellat' en lost their traditional 
ways of fishing and people need to try to practice the ways of traditional fishing as best they 
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can, even though the traps and weirs are not made anymore. Several interviewees said the 
traditional ways of fishing were the best because they did not cause anyone or anything 
unnecessary harm and the traditional ways of fishing were completely selective so species 
other than ta/oak were not harmed. 
All the Stellat' en traditional territory has to be kept healthy so that ta/oak will have a 
healthy habitat. Interviewees brought up over and over that they were concerned about the 
health of the environment and the health of ta/oak. Nothing necessarily is wrong with the 
salmon themselves, but what was pointed out as wrong would be the negative impacts 
industries have on the environment. Basically, any negative impact on the environment 
negatively impacts ta/oak, because everything gets into the water and the water is all 
connected. The interviewee's were all very concerned about the survival of ta/oak. All the 
industries have to be regulated so that the negative impacts on the habitat of ta/oak decreases. 
This will improve the environment and sustain ta/oak for future generations. 
For the most part Stellat'en do not really believe in selling ta/oak, but they definitely 
believe in sharing salmon. The selling of ta/oak did not seem like much of a concern. 
Stellat' en traded talook in the past for whatever they needed, but they never over harvested. 
Some people interviewed said, on a small scale, selling salmon was just happening because 
there has been a bit of a need for those sales. The expression that was repeated is that, 
Stellat'en fish for food. Interviewees did express their opposition to tagging, dropping ta/oak 
on the ground, or puncturing ta/oak unnecessarily as unacceptable practices. Catch and 
release methods do not coincide with Stellat'en methods of fishing talook, because the talook 
gets injured and thrown back in the water, which does not make sense to Stellat'en because 
we are not supposed to fish ta/oak for fun, we fish for sustenance. 
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Traditionally when Stellat' en work with talook they express thanks by returning the 
bones to Stellakoh and they always handle talook with care. We not only have to share our 
ways with people but keep our traditional ways in practice. The health of talook makes a 
good indicator for the health of Stellat' en. Out of concern, Stellat' en need to know that the 
health of talook is acceptable for human consumption. If Stellat' en are able to ensure the 
return of the talook, then Stellat' en will be secure in the future. The best way Stellat' en 
know to ensure the return of talook is by following traditional values and beliefs as a guide. 
The people who work closely with talook are known to be knowledgeable about the 
environment, hard workers and willing to help the community. 
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Appendix A 
Glossary 
Adaawk- formal ancient collectively owned oral history (Gitksan) (Napoleon 2009: xi) 
Antamahlaswx - stories and collective properties of all Gitksan (as opposed to the adaawk) 
(Napoleon 2009: xi) 
Bahlats- more commonly known as, the potlatch, a ceremony held by Stellat'en where a 
feast is held, business is taken care of and gifts are given (Tannis Reynolds) 
Bet- Char fish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Bet K'et-North side of Fraser Lake where Stellat'en fish for Char (Emma Baker and 
Virginia Reynolds) 
Chunlack- Old village by the Nechako River which is a place where people no longer reside 
(George George Sr.) 
Dahkus - Spear (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Delgamuukw- "a massive legal action for the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en peoples" 
(Napoleon 2009: 11 ), asserting the rights and title of First Nations people in British 
Columbia 
Dewisimdzik-leader of the Grouse people from the Beaver Clan, Lake Babine Nation 
(Harris, 2001) 
Dugoos - Suckerfish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Duk'ai -Trout fish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Dun fem yoo -Name of the Bear clan in Stellaquo (Tannis Reynolds) 
Dzih Bhen - Traditional Caribou name held by, Tannis Reynolds, meaning: Little Caribou 
Mother (Tannis Reynolds) 
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Estas - A very popular character in Stellat' en oral history mainly alive in creation stories 
(George George Sr.) 
Ges- Chinook fish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Gestlah-Kokanee fish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Huyooldzel- Straight spear (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Kahk - Oil (Emma Baker and Virginia Reyno Ids) 
Koh-River (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
K'oondzai- Fish trap (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Kusih- Squawfish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds); also known as pike minnows 
or cyprinid fish of the genus Ptychocheilus consisting of four species native to 
western North America" (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ptychocheilus, November 29, 
2015) 
Leezas - Angel (Mary Nooski) 
Lhenahunugus- Weir (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Lhkwetcho - Sturgeon (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Lhook- White fish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Lhooz- Perch (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Likhtsemisyu - Beaver clan from the Lake Babine Nation which had authority over three of 
the four weirs in the Lake Babine Nation territory (Harris, 2001) 
Lquestchos Bunket-Dry Williams Lake (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Lhtseh yoo - Name of the frog clan in Stellaquo (Tannis Reynolds) 
Lhtsumus yoo - Name of the grouse clan in Stellaquo and the Grouse clan sits with the 
Beaver clan in Stellaquo (Tannis Reynolds) 
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Luk sil yoo - Name of the Caribou clan in Stellaquo (Tannis Reynolds) 
Nadleh Bun -Fraser Lake (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Nahutheh- Salmon travel again (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Naneztloo -Fish trap (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Neda Bun - Francis Lake (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Nynezguz - Basket for fishing (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Sahbai -Dolly Varden (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) also known as Bull Trout 
(Retrieved from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bull trout, November 29, 2015) 
Skcoon ziya uja - My fish eggs are all gone (Archie Patrick) 
Stah beh whoo dulthni - Referring to the salmon rushing (Gary Michell) 
Stella - The area of the Stellaquo Reserve (Tannis Reynolds) 
Stellakoh River- Name of the Stellako River between Fraser Lake and Francis Lake (Tannis 
Reynolds) 
Stellaquo -The community name, Stellaquo Reserve (Tannis Reynolds) 
Stellat 'en - People from Stellaquo (Tannis Reynolds) 
Sus quah-Ma' fish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Tachek- Beginning of the Stellako River (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Talook- Salmon (Tannis Reynolds) 
Talook kahk- Salmon oil (Tannis Reynolds) 
Taltsi -Pea mouth (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Tat 'at - North side of Endako River (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
T'en - Placed at the end of a word meaning people from, for example: Stellat' en (Tannis 
Reynolds) 
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Te 'sas - Spawn (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Tes taos 'ai -Anchor for fishing (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Thlai soo nauwdleh - Return plentiful (Mary Casimel) 
Too Bus Cho - Where people can fish salmon by the central area of Fraser Lake near Lejac 
(Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Tsa yoo - Name of the Beaver clan in Stellaquo (Tannis Reynolds) 
Tse-Rock or weight for fishing (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Tsintel - Ling cod fish (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Tsoon 'ai Bun -Echo Lake (Emma Baker and Virginia Reynolds) 
Uh Dun - Do not touch (Gary Michell) 
Whut'en-People (Tannis Reynolds) 
Ya too - Where the water meets the sky or Ocean (Archie Patrick) 
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Appendix B 
Interview Questions 
1. Can you tell me the story of your experience with salmon? 
2. Do you remember traditional stories about salmon? 
3. Do you know of traditional views on rights of Stellat'en as to salmon and/or 
harvesting areas? 
4. What laws have been enforced towards First Nations People and salmon over the 
years? 
5. How did these laws impact Stellat'en? 
6. Do you remember, or have you heard of a time when there were no salmon? 
7. If so, were you told why there were no salmon? 
8. If so, about what timeframe would this have been? 
9. Do you recall a time when a First Nations person was denied the right to fish? By 
whom? 
10. Do you believe First Nations people should have the right to sell salmon? 
11. What traditional values do the Stellat' en have that support their relationship with 
salmon? 
12. What can people learn from salmon? 
13. Do you believe Stellat' en are connected to the salmon and are responsible for the 
salmon? 
14. Did First Nations people have ways to regulate the salmon harvest in the past? 
(values and beliefs) 
15. How do you think salmon should be managed here in Stellaquo? 
16. Is there anything else you would like to share? 
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Appendix C 
Information Sheet and Consent Form 
STELLAKOH TALOOK/STELLAQUO SALMON: THE RELATIONSHIP 
BETWEEN SALMON AND THE STELLAT'EN FIRST NATION 
Researcher: Tannis Reynolds 
I am doing research to complete my Maters of Arts thesis in First Nations Studies at 
the University of Northern British Columbia. As a Stellat'en band member I have chosen to 
focus my research on Stellat' en and salmon. As a researcher my plans are to gather 
information about Stellat' en and salmon so that my final research product will result in being 
a well-researched and recorded document expressing why salmon are important to Stellat' en 
and what Stellat' en would like to see in the future for salmon. 
In my research I plan on interviewing ten people from Stellat'en First Nation who 
know about salmon so that the voice of the Stellat'en will be well represented. The research 
participants have been chosen according to their knowledge and experience about salmon and 
Stellat'en First Nation. In the interview the researcher will be asking participants to share 
their own experiences and knowledge about Stellat'en First Nation and salmon. After the 
interview with each research participant is completed and transcribed, one copy of the 
interview will be given to the research participant and any revisions requested will be made. 
The researcher will keep one copy of all interviews on file with all thesis research in a 
password protected computer. As the research participant you have a right to withdraw your 
participation at any time before the thesis is complete and your information will be 
withdrawn from the research. 
The final thesis will bring together all the information I have gathered about Stellat' en 
and salmon. The thesis will be made available to the public through the UNBC library, for 
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educational purposes. The final research results may be presented by myself at workshops 
and conferences. 
Should your interview be used for any other purposes than that which has been 
outlined in this information and consent form, further consent will be required from you the 
research participant. If further consent is requested, another consent form will be created that 
makes note of what the information will be used for and it will be the interview participant's 
choice to either give further consent or refuse further consent to anyone requesting use of 
your information. 
If you agree to participate in this research study please complete this form: 
I give permission for one paper copy of my interview to be placed on file at the Stellat' en 
First Nation band office where the Stellat'en First Nation staff will have access to my 
interview: Yes or No (please circle one) 
If you circle No to the above question the only person who will have access to the interview 
will be the researcher, Tannis Reynolds in either case the interview will be held secure on file 
unless otherwise requested by the interview participant 
I wish to remain Anonymous: YES or NO (please circle one) 
I consent to the interview being audio recorded: 
YES or NO (please circle one) 
I will accept a gift valued up to $50.00 
YES or NO (please circle one) 
I understand this information and consent form: 
YES or NO (please circle one) 
I agree to participate in the Stellakoh Talook/Stellaquo Salmon research project: 
YES or NO (please circle one) 
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Participant: ______________ (please print name) 
Participant: 
(signature) 
As the translator and/or witness to this interview I understand that the people involved in this 
interview do have a right to remain anonymous and do have a right to privacy in sharing their 
own personal knowledge that will remain to be the knowledge of the interviewee and will not 
be used unless referenced appropriately. We have a responsibility to ensure people who wish 
to be anonymous will remain anonymous and the information shared will be respected. 
Therefore all interview translators and witnesses must understand and agree to protect the 
confidentiality of all interview participants involved and will not share any information given 
in this specific interview without the prior consent of the interviewee and/or interviewer. 
Translator/Witness: (please print name) ---------------
Translator/Witness Signature: ___________ _ 
(signature) 
Signed before me time: _____ and place: 
Date: --------~ 
Interviewer: _____________ (please print name) 
Interviewer: -------------
(signature) 
If you have any further questions please contact the researcher Tannis Reynolds. 
Email: reynolO@unbc.ca Phone: 250 699 8747 (please leave a message at the Stellat'en 
First Nation and I will return your call) Should you have any concerns please contact my 
Thesis Supervisor, Dr. Ross Hoffman. Email: Ross.Hoffman@unbc.ca Phone: 250 960-
5242 
Should you have any complaints about the project please contact the UNBC Office of 
Research. Email: reb@unbc.ca Phone: 250 960 6735 
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Appendix D 
STELLAT'EN FIRST NATION 
BOX 760, FRASER LAKE, B.C. VOJ 1S0 _:_ PHONE (250) 699-8747 - FAX (250) 699-6430 
www.stellaten.com · 
University ofNorthem British Columbia 
3333 University Way 
Prince George, BC 
V2N4Z9 
To Whom It May Concern: 
RE 
Master ofFNST Research Project proposed by, Tannis Reynolds 
Stellako Talook/Stellaquo Salmon 
The Relationship between Salmon and the Stellat' en First Nation 
March 3, 2012 
The Stellat'en First Nation (SFN) is in support of the, Stellako Talook research 
project. Tannis Reynolds is a SFN Band member and has lived in the Stellaquo 
community for many years. In 2010 Ms. Reynolds did an internship on research protocol 
where she did two community informational sessions on research protocol with 
community members. We are confident-that ethical standards will be upheld by Ms. 
Reynolds in our community as she does know community members very well and they 
are comfortable with Ms. Reynolds. 
Sincerely, 
/2~ 
Chief Reginald Louis 
Stel!at'en First Nation 
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